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Spirited Sound
The Contemporary Music Festival
has classical compositions and
cool choral chords. Page 16

5 Points + 2 Games = Loss

Helping Hands
Big Brothers and Big Sisters
benefit just as much as Little
Brothers and Little Sisters by
getting involved with the Boys
and Girts Club. Page 15

The men's basketball team lost two
CAA contests by a total of 5 points
this past week; 73-70 to VCU and
58 56 to W&M.
Page 22

GRADUATION STARTS AT 9 A.M. AT BRIDGEFORTH.
INDIVTDUA1 COLLEGES WILL SEPARATE THEREAFTER
FOR THE DIPLOMA CEREMONY.
CISAT
Math and Science
\s-^ Communications
Social Sciences |
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Education and Psychology
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rDuke

Humanities
Fine and Performing Arts

SGA senators had a heated dispute over how to respond to the
controversial flag burning. Page 3

Graduations
split, moved
Satellite ceremonies diffused
BY JAMESDAVID.

contributing writer

College Of Business

A Fiery Issue

Changes are coming to the
commencement traditions at
JMU.
Five location changes in
satellite ceremonies, when
congratulatory letters are presented, and a time change will
be implemented with this
May's - erpmony Graduation
will begin at 9 a.m., one hour
earlier than in past years.
After the main graduation
ceremony held in Bridgeforth
Stadium, students will move
to their satellite graduation
ceremonies. This idea is noth

ing new to students. The
changes deal with where students will be having these
smaller, satellite ceremonies.
For the first time. CISAT
graduates will have their satellite ceremony in Bridgeforth
Stadium.
Traditionally the College of
Arts and Letters graduates
have been recognized at
Bridgeforth together as one
group. Come May, Arts and
Letters graduates will be broken up in four groups with
four separate ceremonies.
Communications majors will
have their ceremony inside
Godwin Hall; fine and per-

forming arts in the Duke Hall
Sculpture Garden; humanities
on Hillside Field; social sciences on the UREC turf field.
Other colleges are not
affected by these changes. The
College of Business will stay in
the Convocation Center, education and psychology majors
will stay on the Quad and science and math majors will
continue to have their ceremony in Wilson Hall.
The time and location
changes happened for various'
reasons.
The administration made
the decision "basically as a
iff DIPLOMA, page 5

Sophomore
remembered
at memorial
BY KIM MUXER

contributing writer
About 100 students gathered in PC Ballroom Saturday
for a memorial tribute to remember sophomore Justin
Cady. Cady, from Winchester, was pronounced dead Dec.
27 at Winchester Medical Center at age 20.
The service was a "celebration of the gift of Justin's life,"
said Rev. John Grace, who spoke at the memorial.
Cady died of causes that are currently undetermined.
Cady's siblings, JMU junior Lyle Cady and freshman
Elisabeth Cady, and his friends organized the service.
Cady's father, lyle Cady Jr.. also spoke at the service.
"Justin never brought me a day of sorrow in my life," he
said. "He was about happiness He was a happy kid."
Music filled the room as friends and members of Cady's
band. Butter 1 louse, performed Cady's favorite songs and
shared memories of him. Friends said Cady will be
remembered for his positive outlook and his contagious
smile.
He will also be remembered for the impact music had
on his life He really loved music a lot." his brother Lyle
said. Cady was a bass guitarist for Butter House.
Friends said the tribute served Justin's memory well.
"Justin was a friend to anybody, it didn't matter who
you were," senior Scott Jackson said. "He was |ust that
kind of amazing person."
I.yle said, "I thought it was great that a lot of people
came. 1 le had j big vile, I on all of our lives."
A scholarship has been established in Cady's memory
for a Sherando High School senior planning to attend
JMU. Cady was a 1999 graduate of Sherando, located in
Stephens City Contributions can be made to the Justin
Christopher Cady Scholarship Fund, care of Sherando
High School

CARRIE KUNKER/p*Mo dirmor
Seniors David Blue and Jaeon Jantckl (left to right) hold the flag at last Monday's forum. The forum was organized after a group of
students burned the American flag on the commons on Jan. 24.

Flip side of flag burning
Students organize an open forum to discuss views
BY JEN BONDS

news editor

MNFMcHlKlH/i,-".'
Late sophomore Justin Cady's father, Lyle Cady Jr., and
Ms lister, freshman Elisabeth Cady, ho* at the tribute.

Two students organized an
hour-long open forum on the
commons last Monday to discuss the Jan. 24 student-held
flag-burning demonstration
that has sent emotions and
opinions idling high on campus.
"We did this as a response to
the protest because we thought
it brought unfair and bad publicity to JMU," senior forum
organizer Sean McWeeney
said.
McWeeney, managing editor
for the conservative campus
publication Madison Review,
said the flag-burning incident
invoked a need for response
and could not be ignored.
"They (demonstrators! have
their right to bum the flag, but
we wanted people to know
that JMU in general doesn't

right, but what bothered me is
iews in a calm fashion.
condone this type of behavior,"
"Personally, I think the flag that they didn't have a cause,"
he said of the rally that brought
said.
"They
more than 100 students out to burning was uncalled for," Fox McWeeney
speak or listen to many views said. "I didn't hear about it until seemed to bum it just to bum
after it happened, but I didn't it and it was completely
on the incident.
want
it unsuccessful."
Both sides of
During the forum, many
going withthe issues' specout
ascoffed at the recent presidential
trum were represponse. inauguration of George W. Bush
resented with
The most important thing The most as a reason to bum the United
crowd memStates flag
bers either sup
is that people got to speak important
"I'm a liberal, too," senior
thing is that
porting
the
Janicki said. "My guy
people
got
actions of the
about how they felt... to speak Jason
didn't win, but I'm not burning
flag-burning
demonstrators
-Rob Fox about how a flag. I was disgusted by what I
felt saw last week," he said in the
senior forum organizer they
or questioning
Jan. 30 issue of the Daily Newsabout it."
their integrity
Both Record.
for using a
Senior Aaron Smith-Walter,
Fox
and
strong symbol
McWeeney said they under- .who attended the forum said
in protest.
the
actions of the demonstrators
McWeeney
and
fellow stood the protesters' right to
forum organizer senior Rob burn the flag provided by the weakened their message as "it
First made it much more difficult to
Fox said their main purpose Constitution's
was to be able to provide the Amendment, but thought the make people sympathize with
campus with a steady ground grounds on which the flag was the cause."
where people on both sides of burned was not acceptable.
see FORUM, page 5
"They obviously had the
the issue could express their
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• Twelfth Annual African American Read-In Chain. 1 to 4 p.m..
Taylor 404. call Suzanne Bost at x6103 or Mary Lou Wylie at
x6213

• Brown Bag Lecture Series, "Is Music a Language'' How Music
Says What it Says" by Stephen Kennamer, 12:20 to 1:10 p.m.,
Hillcrest House
• Campus Assault ResponsE (CARE) meeting, 6:15 p.m.. Taylor
311. contact Andrea at 437-6636 or miloal

• Science Fiction/Fantasy Guild meeting, 7 p.m . Taylor 311

TUESDAY, FEB. 6

• Student Virginia Education Association meeting. 7 p.m., Roop
G26. featuring guest speaker Larry Huffman, e-mail Enn
at halacyeh

Peer Advising open house. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m, Johnston 113
• Circle K National Service Organization general meeting. 6
p.m.. Roop 129, e-mail Melissa at hontgmb

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 7
• Peer Advising open house. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Johnston 113

POLICE LOG

WEATHER
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IASEV BONDS
Ipolice reporter
• A non-student juvenile was arrested and
charged with underaged possession ol alcohol
on Jan 28 at 1:11 am on the Warren service
drive

A male subject requesting directions to an
off-campus location reportedly exhibited
inappropriate behaviors when he approached
two victims separately at the Media Resource
Center on Jan. 30 at 5:45 p.m.
The subject was reportedly described as a
black male with a Jamaican accent, 5 leet. 7
inches tall, with a close haircut. He was
reportedly dressed casually and carrying a
book bag.
In other matters, campus police report the
following:
Underaged Possession ol Alcohol
• James J. Bernnger. 16, of Landing, N.J..
was arrested and charged with underaged
possession of alcohol on Jan. 28 at 12:45 a.m.
when he was allegedly observed staggering at
the intersection of Bluestone and Carrier
drives.
• Nonsludent Christopher W Larue. 18. of
Keswick. was arrested and charged with
underaged possession ol alcohol on Jan. 28
at 1:11 am on the Warren service drive.
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OPINION
Mouse Editorial
Sludents should receive timely
notification bulletins for their safety

10

Spotlight How do you think Bush
has done so lar?

10

Blessed are the mono-slricken.
for they shall inherit the earth
By Steven Glass

1*

Darts and Pats

11

Letters to the Editor

11

Partly cloudy

FOCUS

High 44 Low 28

Boys & Girls Club

15

High Low
Underaged Consumption of Alcohol
• A JMU sludent was judicially referred for
underaged consumption ol alcohol on Jan 28
al 1 11 am. at the Warren service drive.
Properly Damage
■ A victim reported damage to two bike tires
ol a specialized stunt lumper on Jan. 25 at
Gilford Han.
The replacement cost ol the tires is
reportedly $100
• A victim reported damage to bike tires on
Jan 26 al 4:18 p.m. at Gilford Hall
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34
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Cloudy

54

34

Zirkle House

16

Thursday

Cloudy

55

37

Contemporary music lest

16

Friday

Showers

57

38

Anthony's Hollywood minute

16

MARKET WATCH
Firtay. Feb 2 2001
DOW JONES

Petty Larceny
• A JAC card was reportedly stolen from a
cubby near the weight room in UREC between
5 and 6:30 p.m. on Jan 26
• A bike was reportedly stolen from PC
Dukes on Jan. 30 at 12:49 p.m.
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CLASSIFIEDS
How to place a classified Come to The Breeze
office weekdays between 8 am and 5 p.m.
Cost $2.50 for the first 10 words. $2 for each
additional 10 words; boxed classified. $10 per
column inch
Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issue.
noon Tuesday for Thursday issue.
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The
Breeze office
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Crossword puzzle
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Horoscopes

21
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$3.25

MADISON GRILL
Come and enjoy a true gourmet experience at the Madison Grill,,
this Valentines Day with your sweetheart.
We will be featuring o fixe pixe lour course dinner, with choice ol the following..
Lobster Bisque wilh Cognac and Creme Fraiche
Of Beef consomme wilh Wild Mushrooms en croule

fjy

Smoky Mountain Pork Sandwich
With smoked goude ond golden
barbecue sauce.

£»-

$4.00
Combo wilh 3? oi beverage

St. Louis Style
SI. Louis Pullid Pork
Wilh sliced pickles, fried onions ond
BBQ ranch dressing.
Bfetfi

dukes.

Seared Gulf Shrimp Skewer with Gloss Noodles and
o Malaysion Peonul Sauce and Crispy Nori Chiffonade
Of Baked Brie in phyllo pastry with Raspberry Coulis and
a Slopicon of Berries in grand marnier infusion ond Boby Greens

Thyme Scented Blueberry Sorbel with Noilly Prot

Roosted Allanlic Salmon Filet wilh o saffron scented buttersouce

if

Valentine's Dinner

Of Rock of Lamb Provencole', cooked medium, with o Shallot and Rosemary Jus Lie
Of Petit Filet of Beef with an Aztec Spice rub and o Ragout ol Shiilake
and Cremini Mushrooms with toosted pignoli nuls

Duel of While ond Dark Chocolate Pat a la mode du Chef
Of Bavorois of Rhine Volley Riesling with a Fresh Berry Compote and Almond Croquonte

Strawberry Friandise - Grond Marnier Chocolate Truffle

Announcing
A Gibbons Hall Tradition

4*

February 14, 2001
Line 3, 5-8 p.m.
Asparagus Bisque
Oyster Stew
Sweetheart Salad with Raspberry Vinaigrette

3 Course

$21.95

4 Course

$24.95

price per person

3 Course

$39 95

4 Course

$4800

price per couple

Meol price includes choice of Beverage, Bread, Butter, Coffee and Tea

Juliet's Favorite Prime Rib of Beef Au jus
Tender Chicken Breast accompanied by Aphrodite Sauce

Price Does NOT include lax or Gratuity

Red Pepper Hearts filled with Cupid Rice

Only 250 reservations ovoilable, 3 Seotings 5:00 - 7:00 • 9:00

Sweet Potatoes ~ Fantasy Mushroom Stuffing

Book Your Reservations Early lo avoid Disappointment
Reservations Require

MADISON GRILL

m>

February 14 Only

EXTENSION 7555

Romeo Vegetables
Green Beans with Warm Bacon Dressing
Assorted Breads £r Desserts

MONDAY, FEB.

L
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"Creating tension is not a bad
thing ... it's a good thing that
has opened discussion."

Sign Up Here

The spring Student Organization Night
attracted more than 300 students and
showcased more than 88 campus groups

ANDREW MILLER

ISATSen. & SGA Webmaster

Flag-burning bill put out
by most at SGA meeting
BY EMILY SHORT

SGA reporter
A bill concerning the flag burning on the commons on Jan. 24 was the topic of a two-hour
debate and was eventually voted down at last
week's Student Government Association meeting.
ISATSen. Michael Kalutkiewiczbrought new
business to the floor with the Flag Burning
Response Bill The bill, written by Arts and Letters
senators Matt Conrad and Kristen Vetri states,
"On behalf of ourselves and the students we represent [we] denounce this misuse of a powerful,
symbolic gesture ... and would hope to see and
will encourage through its example a campus
environment that produces such discourse with
Out using means that are blatantly offensive to
members of it community."
The bill was introduced to SGA members
Monday Jan. 29 by e-mail and was dispersed to
the student body by senators who thought that
everyone should have the opportunity to express
concerns on the matter
Junior Class President Bryan Mabry strongly
argued for the bill. "The bill is not looking to chastise .inyone who burned a flag," Mabry said
"The bill is meant to say that there are other more
effective means of protesting. This bill is the first
step in getting discussion started."
Vetri said, "This bill is encouraging student
organizations to discuss issues such as this."
Those against the bill used this argument as
well. 'This bill will not make anything better," Atlarge Sen. Marie Lyons said.
Sophomore Jenny Schockemoehl, who participated in the flag burning demonstration, attended
Tuesday's meeting after hearing about the bill and
said, "Discussion is already happening all over
campus and I hope that continues."
Schockemoehl and senior Harris Parnell said
they were relieved the bill did not pass. " Whether
based on flag burning or any other form of
protest, it is not the place of the SGA to judge what
form of expression is acceptable," Pamell said.
Parnell said she was concerned that the rest of
campus had not been made aware of the bill.
Most senators who spoke against the bill said
that almost every student Ihey spoke with about
the issue expressed strong opposition to the bill.

"This bill says this is the view of SGA whether
all members agree or not and SGA is meant to represent the student body," Arts and Letters Sen.
Kevin Duffan said
The bill was voted down 36-14 with six
abstentions.
"I was very impressed with the SGA for
opposing this bill," Parnell said. "Since the SGA
is meant to represent the voices of the student
body, and I am a voice so someone should rep
resent me."
"Creating tension is not a bad thing ... it's a
good thing that has opened discussion," SGA
Webmaster and ISAT Sen. Andrew Miller said,
satisfied with the outcome.

Visit from the President
JMU President I .inwood Rose brought the
SGA up to speed on issues concerning the student
body Rose said the Virginia State legislature was
very impressed by the students who represented
the student body on the Jan. 22 lobbying trip
Among the bills that the legislative Action
Committee lobbied against was the in-state and
out-of-state student ratio bill that would require
public institutions in Virginia to maintain a ratio
of no less than 75 percent in-state students.
When Vetri asked Rose if he opposed the bill.
Rose said he "thinks it should be left up to the
individual universities" to decide the ratio. Rose
explained that the Board of Visitors currently
decides the number. Each university in Virginia
has its own board that has been appointed by the
governor of the state to make decisions such as
these. JMU's board keeps the out-of-state number
from exceeding 30 percent of JMU's population.
Rose said.
"The bill will probably not pass," Rose said,
adding that there may be a study on how putting
a limit on the number of out-of-state students
would affect schools financially. Rose said it takes
the tuition of three in-state students to equal the
amount spent by an out-of-state student for one
year. If there is a study before the bill is voted on.
Rose feels that the state legislature will take this
fact into consideration.

Sexual assault prevention

In other matters, SGA President Mark Sullivan
said that awareness placards, part of the SGA's
campaign against sexual assault, have been

BRENNA BMLEY/staffplkHosrupher
Junior Class President Bryan Mabry speaks to the Senate during a two-hour debate concerning
the Flag Burning Response Bill. Though Mabry argued for the bill which was voted down 36-14.
approved. The placards will be in place at the
beginning of next semester.

Class events update
Vice President of Student Affairs Pete
Swerdzewski reported on the projects of each
class. The freshman class is planning the Mr.
Freshman Pageant which will be held in Grafton*
Stovall Theatre on March 29th.
The sophomore class ski trip will be March 1618 at Snow Shoe resort in West Virginia. For more

information on the trip contact Lyndsey WaltherThomas at walthecl. The sophomores in collaboration with other class councils and the committee
for Multicultural Awareness have announced two
members of the "Real World" cast will be speaking during Mosaic Week April 16-20.
Walther-Thomas said she is not sure which
cast members will be able to come, "but we're
hoping to get members from the most recent
show," she said.

It's official: Senior Class
Challenge efforts begin
BY DAVID CLEMENTSON

contributing writer
The Class of 2001 officially
kicked off its Senior Class
Challenge Monday night
Calling it "a wonderful
opportunity to leave behind a
depiction of what JMU has
meant to us," SCC steering committee co-chair Lateisha Gairett
*»pened the kickoff celebration
in PC Ballroom.
The SCC is an annual fund
raising goal of the graduating
class to out-raise totals from the
preceding year, and use the
funds to purchase a senior gift.
Each graduating class challenges the next to create a more
successful fund-raising program.
This year's program is
aimed at giving two gifts to the
university. In addition to painting a mural in a stairwell of
Warren I lall, the Class of 2001 is
working with the Madison
College Class of 1951 to raise
■tOUflh money to renovate the
current law library in Carrier
Library into a bigger study area.
In May, the current law library
will be relocated to Massanutten
Regional Library downtown.
Since N'pt.'mber, the 24 students on the SCC Steering
Committee have been at work
with the leadership of chairs
DAVID CLEMENTSON'.t/«i0 ptuHt^wprur
Sir.ih Bittenbender, Garrett and
lustin Markell.
Senior Catherine Markey drops her pledge In the box at the
At Monday night's kickoff kickoff celebration for the 2001 Senior Class Challenge.
celebration, more than 70 seniors from the 16 fund-rat-uig one. "Honestly, it's not going to $128,645 for the Leeolou
teams had hors d'oeuvres .mil be easy out there," she said. Alumni Center, which is curpunch while IhtolM K) speak- "People will give lots of reasons rently under construction on
the ISAT campus.
ers. They then broke up into for why they can't give."
Montgomery's team raised
"This year we do not have a
their respective teams to brainstorm fund raising ideas and $15,000 for their senior gift set money goal amount,"
Bittenbender
said. "We are
decide how much the trams last year.
Since the first SCC in 1°8°, focusing on getting people
would pledge.
"Thank you all," JMU c.u lu lass has tried to raise more involved, whether they can
President l.inwood Rose said. "1 money than the previous class. give a little or give a lot. We
The Class of '92 has been the just want the Class of 2001 to
know you'll get this job done."
)MU
graduate
Rachel only class unable to rise to the get involved."
I-1st year's SCC chair Nick
Montgomery COO), who partici- challenge The first SCC in 1W
pated in last year's challenge, pledged $28,000 for a library langndge ('00), challenged the
warned teams that the road to resource fund, and the Class of Class of 2001 to double the
2000 pledged more than number of seniors participating
MIIcess would he .i i hallenging

"On behalf of the Class of 2001,
1 accept your challenge,"
Bittenbender said.
Charlie Crosson, JMU'S
director of planned giving, contacted the SCC when he heard
that they were interested in
funding the Carrier law library
renovation. The Class of 1951
then signed on to help out.
"Coming together with the
Class of '51 was actually coincidental," Carrett said. "We were
all interested in the same project
and when we discovered we
were 50 years apart that seemed
like a perfect reason to join
forces. Plus everyone on campus can agree that the library
definitely needs aelp.
"And two organizations
working toward a common
good is always better than one.
Not only will this project provide future Dukes with further
reading and studying room, but
will also hopefully establish a
tradition of giving that unites
JMU graduates young and old
for many years to come."
Class of '51 graduate Ollie
Vee Lowe said the collaboration
between the two classes demonstrates that the "ideals can
remain the same.
"We are encouraged th.it
your generation and ours share
a common mission for a Class
Gift Project, which will combine
the energies and resources ol
both our classes," she said to the
Class of 2001.
In addition to energies and
resources, the SCC will also be
using technology to reach their
lofty goals. For the first time
ever, contributors can contribute
online. "We are accepting
pledges online with a minimum
of $25," Bittenbender said. "You
can use check or debit." The
Web site is ;rwu'i"iu.etiu/alui'h
ni/ghwnUm; and is secure md
private, according to the st t
steering committee.
The committee is also impk*
menting other methods to
seeCHAUJiNHE.i\ige7

KAKFN

KUPEUAN/M«J0ptuHt.grupher

Students explored options to help them choose a major at
Thursday's fifth annual Majors Fair In PC Ballroom.

Majors fair
rescues the
undecided
BY ANNACULBRETH

contributing writer
Students in search of a major tested the academic waters
Thursday in PC Ballroom at the fifth annual Majors Fair.
SpofWOftti by Academic Advising and Career
Development the event attracted more than 560 students.
"It has been a tremendous turnout," said Cheryl Pbnk, an
academic adviser who helped coordinate the event. In the past,
there has been around a 500-student turnout. Plank said.
However, this year's fair drew the largest attendance to date.
"It is accurate to say that nearly 100 students came in within
the first five minutes," Plank said. The fair was held from 11
a.m. to 2 pm.
The fair was an opportunity for undeclared students to
explore different majors and for others to leam more about their
chosen career path.
"I just want to see what majors are out there," freshman Lacy
Dailey said.
Senior (essica 1 kHz, a social work major on hand to discuss
her major with interested students, said, "It seems that most of
the students are undeclared but have some idea what they
want to do."
All of JMU's academic departments participated in the
fair Representatives for each department answered stum MAJORS, page S
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Westport
owners face
new charges
BY KELLY HANNON

senior writer
Students had the opportunity to
learn about many of JMU's clubs
and organizations at Student
Organization Night Monday in PC
Ballroom. More than 300 students
attended the event and 88 groups
were represented.

The owners of Westport Village
Apartments, p| Properties, will have to
return to llarrisonburg General District
Court to again face charges of violating a
city zoning ordinance by leasing apartments to five students instead of the legal
limit of four.
Stacy Turner, director of community
development for the city of Harrisonburg,
said the city has filed another motion
against PJ Properties for repeated zoning
violations.
Party Btasioli, co-owner of PJ Properties
with her husband Tony, testified in General
District Court on Jan. 10 that all extra occupants had moved out of the apartments and
that Westport Village was in compliance with
the zoning order, according to the Jan. 16 issue
of The Breczr. After Blasioli testified that tlw
extra occupants had moved out, the case was
closed.
But the department of community planning continued to receive complaints that
more than four people remained in some ot
the Westport Village apartments, causing further charges to be filed
Pj Properties was previously charged with
violating a city zoning ordinance in September
2000, according to the Jan. 16 issue of The
BnBOt
Westport Village, a student apartment
complex located on Port Republic Road, is
located in Zone R-3. Listed as a Multiple
Dwelling Residential Conditional Zone,
each housing unit in R-3 can only be rented
to a family or no more than four unrelated
persons.
An anonymous informant called city officials in September and said more than four
students were living in the apartment units in
Westport Village.
A site investigator sent by the city to
investigate confirmed the tip and discovered
seven of the 12 units had five students living
in them instead of four. Blasioli was asked to
evict the extra residents by the end of the fall
semester.
Commonwealth's Attorney Marsha Garst
and the Blasiolis did not return phone messages to comment on the matter.

Mil ISS\ HW1I1 I . | -unhiim* fkHOgn^ktl

Clubbin' at Student
Organization Night
B-i I JAM I-AVI-I 1 I
contributing writer
Blasting music, crowds ot itudtnti md hr.it from the overcrowded space gave PC Ballroom a club-liki- BtmcMphaC for
Tuesday's Student C>rg«ini/.ition Night
The event, the second of i ts kind mlsschool year, .lttracted more
ih.ni 300 students who wanted to team about the various dube and
organizations available at JMU.
Student Organization SerM.cs sponsored the event, in which 88
organizations participated It was the second time the event w.is
held in the spring BamaftK
As opposed to Student Organization Night on the commons
in September, the January version took place indoors due to the
cold weather.
The number of org.ini/.ihons were limited because ol sp,ia-constraints. Onlv 44 tablet fit in PC Ballroom, each of which wen?
shared by two groups. Senior Jeanne Barnes, an SOS program assistant, said four groups were turned away due to a lack of space.
Groups had until Jan. 19 to sign up for the event and were accommodated on a first come, first served basis
"I'm very excited, I just wish we had more room," SOS coordinator Katie MoriDW said "We hope to expand in the future,
using more venues inside." Additional locations have not been
determined.
Students showed up to the organization fair tor several reasons
Freshman Beckie Bolduc said she wanted lobe more involved with
the honor fraternity she recently joined She didn't attend the t.iir in

September and was happy there was another one in January.
Junior Matthew McMahon, a student in COB 430: Personal
Selling, attended to fulfill a class assignment. I Ic advertised for the
Student Duke Club to encourage mure students to join. The SDC, a
MM organization established last semester, aims to increase student
spirit tor JMU athletics. With 110 members, it is already one of the
largest groupe Oil campus. SDC representatives said the group's
g* vi I is to attract more than 400 members.
"The SDC works to build financial support and spirit for all of
JMU athletics, while having a great time socially," junior SDC
President Kemper Funkhouser said.
Students representing political groups like the College
I H'imvrats and College Republicans urged their peers to become
Involved in politics.
Sophomores Karly Vamey and Eric Noll were seeking student
awareness and interest for the Campus Crusade for Christ.
The Triathalon Club was also dedicated to informing students
about their group. "The whole reason we're out here is to
encourage students to join, we have a great time." sophomore
Colin Deschamps said. "Whatever level of fitness you are in,
don't be afraid to come out and join — we're capable of training
people "
The I nn entry Program Board provided announcements and
music for the night. Swing Dance Club members and UPB members danced to swing music, giving the night an overall friendly
atmosphere for students interested in becoming more involved
in activities

Get Ready for Spring Break
at The Polished Lady
Tanning Specials
$35 Unlimited Tanning - Now Until Spring Break
•Mango Mint Spa Pedicures
•Massages

VISA, M/C
10% Student Discount Tuesday & Wednesday
990 Reservoir St., Hamsonburg (near CVS)

533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1825 S. Main St. '574-3178

434-9514

FEATURING

BACKPACKING • CLIMBING
CANOEING • CAMPING
TRAVEL • CLOTHING • FOOTWEAR
X-C SKIS & ACCESORIES

ACCESS ROAD TO THE SHERATON INN

"^

PATAGONIA- GRAMICCI
GREGORY - PETZL - KELTY - TEVA
VASQUE - MERRELL - M.S.R.
THERM-A-REST - NORTH FACE
BIRKENSTOCK - SEQUEL - LOWE
MARMOT - BLACK DIAMOND
BOLLE - SIERRA DESIGNS - ALPS
WIGWAM - THOR-LO - COLUMBIA
MOUNTAINSMITH - PERCEPTION
U.S.G.S. TOPO MAPS
1544 E. MARKET ST. HARRISONBI IH( 1

http://www.wildv.com

CHIANG HOUSE RESTAURANT
-.,-:
Cunchguffet special $3.95
Over 50 items including
Pop Corn Shrimp. Mussels,
Japanese Sushi. Korean Kimchi.
Chinese Dim Sum. Qeneral
Chicken, tfeefwith tfrocoli.
House tfeef. Roast Pork with
Snow Pea, Vegetable Combination,
and praised To Ju.

Coupons are not to be used
for Lunch Specials.

(540) 574 ' 490

k

¥ Japanese Steak House
Qreatfor Valentine's Day
guarantee a memorable
experience, your own personal
chef with 10 years of experience
chops, dices, and sizzles at your
table.
Sun-Thur 12O0pm-10.O0pm
Jri-Sat 12O0pm-11:00pm

Sun-Thur 11.Wam-10.OOpm
Jri-Sat
11:00am-11.O0pm

Now featuring Karaoke
available in English, Chinese,
Korean, and "Japanese language.

829 E MARKET STREET HARRISONBURG. VA 22801

(540) 574 ' 4902
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Satellite graduations
spread over campus
DIPLOMA, from page 1

reaction to our ever in. H Mfaw
number of ftr.idu.ites." MM
(.lenda Rooney. associate vice
pn-sidcnl of parent and constituent relations "LMI year
Ml had about 2,800 graduates, 500 larger than the year
before. This year we are antici|..ilmg 1.200," Rooney said.
She said the increase in
graduates spurred changes in
order for the ceremony to
move along efficiently. "With
increasing enrollment in ISAT,
we felt like CISAT out-grew
their location," she said. "The
move to the stadium gave
them more space."
The size of the College of
Arts and letters also led to the
changes. "By dividing the
College of Arts and Utters, we
i OUM give more recognition to
graduates in a timely manner,"
Rooney said.
Parking was also another
reason for the changes
"We hope this may help
defuse some of the parking
problems we have had,"
Rooney said.
The use of more satellite
locations should disperse the
crowds throughout different
parts of the campus, which
should alleviate MOM parking
woes, Rooney said
The change in the ceremony's start time will also let families watch the entire ceremony

before lunchhmc and let families help move the graduates
out of their apartments in the
afternoon, Rooney said.
"All the deans, and their
satellite representatives who
actually plan the various ceremonies
|decided
these
changes]," Rooney said.
Some students didn't like
the changes, especially ones
looking forward to an outdoor
satellite ceremony.
"I didn't mind the idea of
Bridgcforth Stadium because I
really wanted to have the satellite ceremony outside, senior
SCOM
major
Elisabeth
Cooksey said. "Having it in
Godwin isn't what I imagined
at all, but I'm just happy to be
graduating in the tirst place
We'll make the best of it."
Rooney said "that given the
extreme fluctuations that we
have in temperature in early
May the opportunity to be
inside means they have a guar
.mice of the climate control is
far as their surroundings."
Others saw the changes as
necessary.
"Logistically this creates
more aggravation for our family
and friends trying to move from
one venue to another," senior
1'UAD major Keith Markel said
"But because we have grown to
become such a large university I
can understand the need for
there to be more satellite graduation locations.

"In the end this decision
may be a nice improvement to
the commencement exercise. I
think it is safe to say that anyone who has spent several
hours out in the direct sun at
Bridgeforth Stadium during
past graduations would welcome any change that could
speed up the process of handing out diplomas."
Some students were disappointed with the way the
school informed students of
the changes.
"They need to find another
way to do it, you can talk to 10
different people and get 10 different answers at this school,"
said senior psychology major
Katie llerrington. "For example, since at least last August
my parents have been planning on commencement starting at 10 a.m. and no one
informed us that the time had
changed ... It seems like they
are spending all their energy
on expanding (the ceremony)
and leaving no energy on
expanding their network of
communication."
The Office of Parent and
Constituent Relations will be
informing students of the
schedule. "We will be putting
up a more expanded Web site
on commencement in the next
two, two-and-a-half weeks,"
Rooney said. "That should
help to answer questions of
graduates and their parents "

Forum opens discussion
FORUM, from page 1

weakened their message as "it made it much
more difficult to make people sympathize with
the cause."
Though Smith-Walter said he understood
the demonstrators' frustration with social
issues in the country today, he said the protesters should realize burning the flag is not going
to solve any problems.
"Once you burn the symbol, you've
destroyed what America is, good and bad," he

■Id "Burning the flag is a cop-out, especially
if you have a vague description of why you're
doing it."
Though Smith-Walter didn't agree with
how demonstrators sent their message to the
rest of campus, he said he can see their motivation for action.
"1 think they were frustrated, but they didn't go about it the right way," he said. "It was a
response to the apathy that exists on our campus, and in general "

Theffrreeze
Apply to be

MANAGING EDITOR

Submit a cover letter, resume

CALL
FOR

and five clips to
Gina Montef usco at

DETAILS

The Breeze office by Feb. 7

X6127

at 5 p.m.

easy hookups.
no commitment.

GET CONNECTED
Now For Fall 2001
and SAVE $115(1.00 when
you schedule a private
PHONE and NETWORK for
next year.

Live at Ashby Crossing
and you will get Lucky!!
We still have 4 Bedroom
apartments available!
Come See!
Get Lucky!

Fill out an
NTC services form
at your apartment
Rental Office
by March 15
to be eligible for these
savings.

No payments
or
commitments
until August!

Sign Up Today!
Serving:
Southview
Stonegate
The Commons
Pheasant Run

Sunchase

Foxhill
Old* Mill

Telephone Service. Cable TV
Network/Internet (Ethernet)

College Park-Ashby Crossing
1191 Devon Lane
432-1001

888.201.8420
local 437.4200
www.ntc-com.com
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Schools struggle
with rising gas bills
B\ MATTHEW \1< <ii
IMS ( iim/Uis

IKI

This past month v\,iv the coldest Decembei
Bruce Braun could remember.
As diiectoi ol fadHhes management .it the
University of Wisconsin, Hr.iun said the List
month of 2000 was the most expensive month tit
heat the campuf in recent memory PrioH dou
bled m December, wHh heating bills reaching
about 595,000, compared to $47,000 to heal the
campus in I let iwg, Braun said
The Madison* Wis, campua Is not an excep
Hon, as the combination ol Freezing temperatures
and skyrocketing natural gas prices are taking

their toll on college campuses
Stares tMswinlei
According to the

U.S.

.KTI*SS

the United

Department of

I nergy, the average world oil price increased

OhioSt.ite UimersiK isnt planning an\ InSU
latkm projects, but has also switched over to
lunningco.il to steam he.it the campus built lings
Our power plant can burn coal and tinprocess is signifi, antly . hearer than using natti
ml g.is. even prior to the Increase m gas prices,
said Terry Corny, director c4 fadHttea manage
ment at OhsoStlta
But while coal may be cheaper to purchase H
isn't always cheaper in the long run.
1 VSfl though we're paving a lot less for the
COB], v\e re spending monev on hauling away the
sshss»' said Bruce Irani/, director ot physical
plant at North Dakota State Universit) ( ml ere
.ites .i lot ot issues. In the removing ot ash and in
handling it."
Like most cities, Fargo, N.D , registered one
of the coldest Decembers on record, with tern

from $17 ^5 per barrel in

1999 to $27.6

21 I

percent
increase
The
Increase in price is more
pronounced bei ause oil
prices tell in 1997 and

c\U & SKA^P
-/'

PRESIDENT'S
STOREWIDE!!!
9
SALE FEB. I6-I
DOH'T mss THIS ont!

peratures on the North

U
Let Sjust hope these energy
prices are a one-time spike.

Dakota campus reaching
20 below zero — 60 below

with the wind chin

the middle of January.
heating COStS have alre.uh
due to an oversupph
exceeded the school s bud
— Sam Jones geted amounl by 10 perol oil. To counterbalance
rice preudeal lor fiasace m William & Mar) cent, with almost two
the prue drop i H'l t
reduced oil production in
months
remaining
ot
1999, and oil and natural
frigid
temperatures.
gas prm- Increased due
Frant/ said
to higher than expected demand and to tight
( Imago's IX-Paul University has been hit
supplies
with gas bills three times larger than they're used
The price increase has left college campuses
to pavmg, said universit) spokeswoman Robin
searching tor alternate sources ol heat and
I lor/.ik And while the university has a "contin
ways to reduce costs in budgets slreach
gency fund" to offset unforeseen costs, even tin
strapped tor cash
back-up plan won't cover all of the bills.
Large universities like the University ol
The university is currently in talks with the
Wisconsin and t olorado Mate University have
local natural gas company. People's (;.is. to set up
targe central heating plants that in addition to a payment plan over the next year to payoff the
burning natural g.is can also bum cheaper alter
hills. Floraak said.
natives like coal and fuel oil. In addition to changAdolph Haight, director ol facilities manage
ing fuel sources, the universities are finding other
ment at the College of William & Marv, estimates
ways to cut ba. k costs
that the school's natural gas bill has doubled over
Ron Baker, director of facilities manage
th«- last year. And unlike some of the larger uni
ment at Colorado State University, was at the
vanities, William & Mary doesn't have a heating
uimersity in the 1970s when the United States
plant that would allow the option of switching
Was lacing I more dramatic oil crisis and he's over to cheaper alternatives like tuel oil or coal.
employing BOfneol the same strategies he used
Sam Jones, vice president for finance at
beat then The university is rolling back the
William & Mary, said he's had to hold oft on
thermostats In some ot the administrative
general equipment purchases and take .1 clos
buildings and asking the staff to bring er look at "one-time expenditures.' He's also
Sweaters to work Several projects have also
had to make choices regarding the hiring of
been planed throughout the campus to update
new faculty.
older buildings that to leak heat.
"Most of our money is tied up in people, so
"In the past, with oil prices being rather ecoour expected short term approach is that you Stop
nomical, a lot of projects that we could have done
filling positions," (ones said
bo Insulate buildings wouldn't have paid back for
With the escalating costs and balancing act to
us," Maker said. "It didn't make sense for us to
the finance office, Jones summed up what most
make the modifications Hut a lot of those projcollege finances offices must be thinking.
ects, with the increased Oil prices, are becoming
"Let's just hope these energy prices are a one
financial!) viable
time spike."

-99-

SNOWBOARD
RENTALS

$19.99/DAY
SKI
"PI'S SOURCE FOR THE COOLEST STUFF ON EARTH"
RENTALS
HOUR*
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)
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™

8AM-8PM
7 DAYS

MINUTES

CALL

FROMJMU 433-720 I
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Tuesday, February 6
Ages 18+

$5

9 PM w/Mudcat Jones

Tickets @ Plan 9 and Town & Campus Records
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Challenge set
ClIALLENCE./rom^x'"^
ensure a more successful SCC. "We are trying to
i !■ M participation," Garrclt said "last year
only about 12 percent of the class was involved.
This year we would like to see that number
increase dramatically.
"Also, a lot of projects never actually happen because they are never fully funded.
Many people believe that this is cash in hand
when we graduate. Actually it's just a pledge,
and 6() percent of those who pledge don't fulfill it. This year in order to see our project
materialize we are asking for cash upfront
before graduation."
The steering committee is also offering prizes
to prompt members and leaders of the 16 teams
to turn in pledges soon. The top prize is a personalized brick to be paved in front of the new

w 11 H. 5,2(K)I iTiiK BREEZE17

*. CRAFT
HOUSE

I MOkw Alumni Center. Other prizes range from
caps and gowns to |MU mouse pads. The prize
dmwtnsp will bfl 9VW) Friday for members and

leadtri "i ti" teami

The final daM gtfl will DC officially presented
to Rose at May commencement. "We appreciate
the lasting contribution thatttwb*gift Will make,"
ROM said. "I know that this will enhance condition-- to come."
Boxes to place pledges into will be all over
campus, including Carrier Library and the Anne
Showker computer lab. The boxes are for
pledges only, not actual money.
Students interested in making a pledge to
the Senior Clan * h.ill.ngo project, or who have
any comments or questions about the Senior
Class Challenge, can e-mail secQjmu flrfu, or
check out the official Web page at
http:/ftvww.jmu.cdu/$cniorchaUen$e/.

OPEN
Mon-Fri 9AM-8PM
Sat 9AM-5PM

Uollege News
Indiana College students rally for
legislation against taxing books
Close to 40 students from eight different Indiana
colleges and universities gathered this week at the
state capitol to rally behind legislation that, if
passed, would exempt students from paying taxes
for textbooks
Introduced last year by state reps. Sheila
Klinker and Mark Kruzan. the measure would
exempt students from paying the 5-percent sales
lax currently in place for textbooks The measure
flas passed in other states, including New York
and Missouri, and has the support of students
from several Indiana schools, including Indiana
University. Ball State University. Purdue
University and Indiana State.
Additionally, a fall petition conducted by the
Indiana University Student Association garnered
more than 13,000 signatures of support, according
to the Indiana Daily Student. Indiana University's
student newspaper
A tax cut on textbooks would save a typical
student roughly $30 per semester, according to
study conducted in 1998 by the University of
Michigan.
A decision on the bill is expected by the end of
the month.

Virginity pledge proves effective
Two thousand doctors recently proved what
health teachers have been telling students for
years - that abstinence is the most effective way to
prevent unwanted pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases
A group of physicians from throughout the nation
released a paper confirming the assumption that
teenagers who pledge to abstain from sex until
marriage "are at far less nsk ol becoming pregnant,
having multiple sex partners or contracting a sexualy transmitted disease."
the paper was written in response to a government-funded study on the virginity pledge
Experts predict 2.5 million teens have already

taken the pledge, many through programs such as
the Christian True Love Waits.
"From a medical perspective, a delay In the
onset of sexual activity is critical," said Dr.
Jeffrey Jones, vice president of the Wisconsin
Physicians Resource Council and an infectious
disease specialist.
The study found teenagers who take a virginity
pledge delay their first intercourse by as long as
three years. Jones said there is a high correlation
between contracting an STD or becoming pregnant
and becoming sexually active at an early age.
'This study proves that pledges do make a difference," Jones said.
However, the pledge does not make a difference
to everyone, and can actually have negative
effects, said Scott Spear, associate director of clinical studies at University Health Services.
The virginity pledge stigmatizes those who are
already sexually active," Spear said. It is not effec
trve for a large segment of teens."
Spear said most college-age students fit into that
I MMOry
The majority are sexually active, but not everybody is," he said
Most people agree that a person's sexual choices are of a personal nature and a range of choices,
including abstinence, must be supported However,
the support does not always go both ways when it
comes to sex education
There is so much funding for abstinence-only
education," said Paige Shipman, advocacy coordinator at Planned Parenthood in Madison. Wis It
very, very scary."
Programs such as Planned Parenthood are
abstinence-based, but also freely teach young
adults about contraception.
"Abstinence is the safest form of birth control
there is." Shipman said. "But it is not sale to
assume every adolescent is abstinent"
She said it is important teenagers know their con
traceptive options when they make choices regarding their sexual activity.
And many say. virgins or not, today's young
people do not necessarily lack responsibility,
Spear said.

313CNeff Ave
(Behind Valley Mall)

434-9987

NO GIMMICKS
Just The

BEST PRICES & MOST CHOICES
Hunters Ridge

Madison Manor

Mountain View

Duke Gardens

Ai
-1,2,3,4, &5
Bedrooms
-Now Adjoining
JMU

2&3 Bedrooms
w/ Fireplaces

The LARGEST
4 Bedroom Suites

Madison Gardens

Madison Square

3 Bedrooms
w/ 3 Private Decks

3 Bedroom
Townhomes

3 Bedrooms
& WetBar

Madison Terrace

■4

Variety of Homes

B

L ft.£Rl

Variety of
Townhomes

FUNKHOUSER
& ASSOCIATES
Property Management, Inc.

University Place

1,2, & 3 Bedrooms
5 Gingerbread House

3 & 4 Bedrooms

434-5150
www.OffCampusHousing.com
info@ FunkhouserIVlanngement.com

1-4 Bedrooms
in Historic Home

£r
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Majors fair has
largest success
MAJORS, from pogt I

fair, students received
.1 MajOM lair evaluation ■'heot with a raffle
ticket on the back. The
raffle prize, a $50 gift
certificate for the JMU
Bookstore, was won by
undeclared freshman
ClfSl) Thompson. As
an added incentive,
free
T-shirts
were
awarded
to
every
100th student who
entered the fair.
"This was a really
wonderful collaboration between student
affairs and academic
affairs," Plank said.

dents' questions .ind provided u.sedil information

about their program
In addition to the
majors, WpminlatiVM fal
pre-professional departments participated in the
fair. Pre-professional programs are selected when
choosing a major. Pre-professional areas include prelaw
and
pro-health
resources. Represeni.iiiw s
for military science and the
writing program also provided information to interested stud, nls
Upon arriving at the

we throw all kinds of

[obstacles] at you.
tuition isn't one of them.

Challenge
Contact
Sure, we'll have you climbing walls. Bui if you quality tor a
2- or 3-year scholarship, tuition's one obstacle you won't have

ARMY ROTC

Unlike any other college course you can take.

fi) 568-3633
*■

enter row $>^

1(1 HlllN I'l II KSON

Knight-Ridder Tribune

// may not he polite...
but it is not sexual
harassment.

moil
HJ LOUc

to worry about. T»lk to m Army ROTC rep. And get a leg up
on your future

Name-calling lands
professor in lawsuit <tfeyJ<MU

Young, who retired after the case surfaced, has
not been aa used of propositioning or improperly
Better w.itch those Monica Lewinsky |okrs
touching I lavut. Kellv said.
A federal judge has given a former student
I he remark* were made while Hayut was a
of State University of New York at New Call/
Mudent m Young's political science class in the
permission to sue her former
fall of 1998.
professor for repeatedly refer"The timing of these comring to her as "Monica."
ments, occurring as they did at
The woman, Inbal Hayut,
the height of the White House
23, said Alex Young also made
mdal, is ... significant ...
such remarks as, "How wat
in determining the legitimate
your weekend with Bill?" and
inferences which might be
"Shut up, Monica. I'll give you
drawn from them." Northern
a ug.ir later," according to
-Kenneth Kelly District fudge David Hurd
court papers.
law)et for dcfsmlfni wrote in a decision made pubHe once mentioned she M M
lic Thursday.
wearing the same color lipstick
The judge said that looking at
as Lewinsky.
the facts from Hayut's standI Lt-. ut is suing Young and several SUNY-New
point, the comments were the equivalent of Young
Paltz officials who allegedly failed to respond to
telling her classmates that she would perform, or
her sexual harassment complaint. Young could
was performing, M'\ m Is on "older men in posinot be reached for comment, but his lawyer,
tions oi Authority"
Kenneth Kelly, said his client was just teasing
Hurd said the comments could have created a
Hayut because he thought she resembled
"sexually hostile environment" for Hayut, who
I .'wmsky.
has transiertvil lo .mother college.
"It may not be polite, it may not be politiHer lawyer, William Martin, said the
cally correct, but it is not sexual harassment,''
remarks left her feeling "embarrassed ...and
Kelly said.
humiliated."

Take the

barintf-burQ ^
Sandwich Specials
Crabcake Sandwich $6.25
BBQ Chicken Sandwich $4.95
Fried Oyster Sandwich $4.95
Smokehouse Burger $5.25

Tuesday 6th
Jimmy O' 10p.m.'
Thursday 8th

Al Sandwich Specab include I side of your choice

Jon Fritz 10p.m.

Friday 9th
Gypsy 10p.m.

?7l
mm

zfr

Gift Certificates Available
MWWjicr k Himtontxm
7aMlAkek.il in.-J utl

Size Matters

SENIORS
The Senior Class Challenge needs your
help to fund the renovation of the current
law library into a reading room in the
Carrier Library.
We ask that each member of the class
make a donation of at least $15 by
graduation to ensure the completion of our
project by the upcoming school year.

The Challenge is

n
"i—i
._ fc=

■■■

This is our opportunity to give back to the
university that has given us so much.
Let's make our challenge the most
successful to date.

Id

Theasant
(Run
Brand New Townhomes

m

Check out the website at www.jmu edu/seniorchallenqe
or call x3174 for more information and to make pledges

Phone:801-0660

Office Hours: Monday-Saturday 10am-5pm

From JMU or Port Rd: Get onto S. Main St. heading towards
Sheetz. Turn left onto Rocco Ave., across from Hartman Dodge
(If you pass Sheetz. you have gone 1 block too far). On Rocco
Ave., turn right onto Pheasant Run Circle. The model and office
is the first townhome on the left.
The 2001 Semen Class Challenge • James Madison University • MSC 5717 • Harrisonburg, VA 22807
one: 568 3171 • Fax: 5681769 • E-maH: sccajniu edu ' On the web: www.imu.eoWseniorcrialenoe
Come visit our office behind BW3 at Medical Art» Suite 301
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University of North Texas frat
linked to stolen campus papers
BI
.. MATTHEW MCGI IRI.

.v/.v ('anpto

Official) .il tin' University of North
Tiv.i-. .in- invcstii;.iting whether .1 Rroup
of men who .lttempled to remove copies
o( the student ncwsp.iper were linked to .1
story iboul .1 Fraternity that allegedly
mad.' ndal slurs 1,1 a croup ol black
prospe. live students
"It's something we're looking into, hut
ve're not jumping to anv coinlusions,
slid Roddy Wolper. director of mdvciatt)
lews and information.
About l.(XX) eopiis ol The North Texa<
P,til\f were removed from stands through
t the campus Tuesday morning, said
newspaper editor Keri Kirbv. Several witn. ss,s saw thru' niali- removing copies ol
the paper from various locations throught the cainpii'. she said
The thefts happened the same morning
the paper ran a front page slory about the
K I 1 .1 Alpha Order fraternity that

allegedly made racial slurs to .1 group of
Ma. k prospe, tic students. The university
ha- placed the fraternity on an interim
suspension, pending the results of a university investigation that concluded Feb
2, Wolper Mid,
The fraternity denies the allegations
and said the slurs and flag-wavinc; were
the a, tions of members who have since
resigned, flu North Ham Dairy article
reported.
An all-female student group in charge
of giving tours to prospective football plav
,rs said thai as their tour passed through
the student union a group ol -It' men wear
ing the Kappa Alpha T-shirts waved a conI,derate flag and shouted racist chants, the
arli, le reported. About 10 of the prospective players were black.
Sabrma Davit, advertising manager
for the student paper, said the paper will
either refund advertisers' money or run
advertisements again For free because of

llu- thefts, >■'simg the paperSI,600.
"We're just going to eat the cost. I
guess.'' she said
The paper isn't the only source losing
money on the thefts, said Jim Mueller, the
paper's faculty adviser. The newspaper is
Subsidized with more than (200,000 in
student fees, "so in many ways it's like the
thieves were stealing from the students,"

he said.
Mark Goodman, executive director of
the Student Press I aw Center, said that he
hears of about 20 cases a year involving
large thefts "I student newspapers. "And I
know we're Only hearing a small portion of
the thefts that occur," he said
In recent years, the number has
decreased because of several successful
prosecutions of newspaper
thieves,
C .oodman believes. I le cited a case in 1995
when a University of Texas student pled
guilty to a charge of misdemeanor theft
alter he admitted stealing I.HIX) copies 01

D-0-W-NT-0-W-N'@^

011DI
ATHLETIC

The Daily Texan, UT's student
newspaper.
The paper ran a story
about the student's arrest following allegations he forged
a letter ol recommendation to
gain admission to the school.
I he Student was sentenced to
six months of probation on
the theft charge.

"Everybody knows that
the reason free papers are
able to exist and publish is
because there's an understanding that people are only
entitled to one free copy,"
Goodman said.
"If that
weren't the clear understanding, no free paper could
survive."

PoHceLog, from page 2

al property was reported on Feb.
1.
The
Incident
reportedly)
occurred in G-lot
• A parking decal was reportedy)
stolen from an unsecured vehicle
parked at Wellington House on
Feb. 1.

The Incidenl Is under investigation.
• CDs were reported missing
from Moody Hall on Jan. 30 at
12:14 a.m.
The incident is under investigation.
• A possible larceny from a motor
/•hide and destruction of person-

Number ol drunk in public charges
since Aug. 28:47

TJWe are two types of studs...
^hose who huy them...

The Valley's Sports Store
•New shoe styles arriving daily
•Select clearance merchandise up to
70% off!
•As always, same 10% with JAC
card on regular priced merchandise.
**Thls week only, take an additional 10% **
off clearance items and 20% off
sandals with JAC card.
Sale ends 2/11/01.

SLi

andthose you wear.

Ilnivc-rsilv Ptta-MOH I nivcrsitv Ulv.l
(ncvl to CottCO)

43S-I460

JAMES WCHONE

75 South Coun Square
Harrisonburg, VA 2280H5-40>4a.V 1833

anritjuc

email chiagoW rica nefwvvw.mchimcjewclry.com

OCL HOUSING FAIR!
Looking For Housing?
Exploring Options?
Have Questions?
You Need To Be
Here!

Ijsrsng Break
2G6T
for as little as $299
Destinations
Acapulco

Think Again! We have

St. Maarteen

5 Star Accomodations

College Center February 8
12:00-7:00

across the world!

Puerto Vallarta
Cabo San Lucas

Enjoy turquoise waters or

Florida

white powder snowcaps!

Hawaii

But HURRY! These prices
won't be around for long.

Poconos
Williamsburg

Giveaways, good people and the right information.
Come visit with local complexes and ORL.
What more could you ask for?

Can't Afford Spring Break?

and More!

'Limited Availability
'Certain Restrictions Apply
'Must be at least 22 to check-in

Drop Us an Email for More Info
diannap@tri-timeshare.com
or Call Our Local Office
434-7787x1257

TTN

TRI Tr.ivel Network

Brought to you by the Office of Off Campus Life
TDURm112 X6071 wfs1.jmu.edu/ocl

745 East Market Street
Harnsonburg, VA 22801

jrwrlry
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SPOTLIGHT
hi N \ OHB Ma ■nnhuiini: phmoKrapker

TopiC: how do you
think Bush has done in
his first COUple of weeks

in office?
"He has stayed
the course of
smug indifference
that has become
his hallmark."
Jay Hicks
senior, art history

"To
pinpoint
something I don't
like, I'm not happy
with his stance on
abortion. I don't
like how he's
already started
jumping right on
the issue ... it's too
Jen Gandy
senior. SCOM

"Umm ...I just
think he's a putz
... I don't knorv
hoio ivell he's
done in his first
two weeks."

Katie Edwards
senior. English

" I don't know ...
I think he's doing
a good job."

David Macke
sophomore, business
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'To the 0RM rJone, i hetjuotd OJ it i- wHh tbme$, the world is
indebted for all the triumph which fuioe hen gttntd by
reason arut humanity oivr error ami osncMon
— fames Madison

EDITORIAL POLICY
The h<mv cliNni.tl RMentbt upuilun pi dwcdUuml fcrard ■* .i Mhnlr, .inj i»n.
rily the opinion "i -m> niJiviJuii nwA mcmliti <•* A
Editorial Board:
i MIIJ Montclutco
Alison Mansrr
Sieve (.Us*
hln.T
Manajpng Editor
Opinion UlOff
Utten iiirherditur Jvuldhr no more than SCO woeJv column* >h<mlJ hr
no more (tun BOO *Q*fci -inJ K^h will Ir puMMhadoil I IpKC .iv.ul.iMr
KISIS ThcyiiMi'i KedelivrreJ io I hi- BlWV by noon Tuevlayoi S [> m l-tij.i\
The Brreje mwwi the mln to adM foi I Itft] m I
Thr opinion-in this trcthmdonnt MCMMtly retlett the opinion ••('the
new('.(H-i, tin- st in. i l.niK- Madbon UnlvtaR)

Students should receive timely
notification bulletins for their safety
Sexu.il assault awareness has
been in the spotlight this
school year, but JMU still has
quite a ways to go.
The Student Government
Association has been pushing for
resource placards and more funding for Campus Assault ResponsE
(CARE) and campus cadets. CARE
is now working 24 hours a day,
seven days a week and there have
been several awareness-raising
events through the year.
Students have been targeted for
many of these events and most are
more aware of the danger and
issues than ever. But maybe the
students aren't the only ones who
need some educating.
An acquaintance rape was
reported on Jan. 19. A female student was reportedly raped in a
non-residential building at 9 a.m.
The victim didn't report the rape
herself and no charges were filed.
Still, the fact remains that a student was raped by someone she
knew and that someone didn't
even get charged. Both parties
were identified, which apparently
led one campus official to think

that was good enough.
"Since both parties have been
identified, I didn't feel there was
any danger toward the campus,"
Public Safety Director Alan
MacNutt said in the Jan. 25 issue of
The Breeze.

«
... a victim knowing her
attacker doesn't make
the situation any less
serious or dangerous.
—5?Since MacNutt didn't see the
danger in a student getting raped
by someone she knew and may
have trusted, no timely notification
bulletin was issued to alert campus of the incident. A timely notification bulletin was issued after a
forcible rape that occurred on Nov.
14 near Phillips Center. That incident rightfully raised concern

across campus, with students,
administration and police alike.
However, more and more
rapists aren't hiding in the bushes
waiting for their victim to walk by.
Many rapes are committed by
people the victims know. And a
victim knowing her attacker doesn't make the situation any less
serious or dangerous.
If an attacker rapes one person
that he knows, there's no guarantee that he won't do it again. He
may be more likely to do it again if
he didn't get caught the first time.
Treating this like a situation that
doesn't present a danger to the
entire campus just makes it easier
for rapists to get away with their
crime. And members of the JMU
community are less aware of the
brutalities that are happening on
their campus. People may be
fooled into thinking that rape
doesn't happen on their campus.
Or that it won't happen to tnem
or their friends. Or that a rapist
isn't down the hall, sitting next to
them on the bus, taking notes next
to them in class or going to the
same party they are.

THE GLASS IS HALF FULL

STEVE GLASS

Blessed are the mono-stricken9 for
they shall inherit the Earth
This past winter break, I
became a lush. I drank 21
af the 25 days and nights
I was home Each night and
day of drinking brought a different scenario not unlike those
described by recovering rock
'n' rollers when they talk about
their hay days on VHl's
"Behind the Music." Case in
point;
two
days
after
Christmas. I was on a ferry in
off the coast of Delaware, polishing off a si* pack of beer at
II a.m. in a parked car on a
moving boat. I haven't been
th.it disorientated since I rode
the Apple Turnover five times
in a row at Kings Dominion in
the eighth grade. Days like
these only added embers to the
growing fire in my belly to continue to see the world through
a pair uf inebriated eves. But
then God stepped in.
Yes God, in his infinite wisdom and compassion, decided
to Inlirvtna "Dammit," he
probably said to himself, "I'm
going to save that boy from
alcoholism." And so, he did the
only thing I guess he thought
he could do; he ordained me ...
with mono.
I've been waiting for mono
my whole liio Evar rinoi my
little brother was beleaguered
with appendicitis in elementary school and got two weeks
out of school and a new remote
control car, I've been waiting
for my spin at the proverbial
debilitating illness wheel.
Given the law of nature which
states that we are allotted one
pamper-inducing illness during our childhood, I naturally
assumed that my little brother
had his, and I would be next.

By high school, I hadn't gotten
my spin yet, and I was really
hoping that when I did get it, I
would land on mono. After all,
1 thought it would've been
great to sleep all day and not
have to dress for gym.
Yet, it was he, not 1, who fell
victim to mono the summer
before
my
freshman —ff
year of high
**

could unleash such rapture,
this close to Mardi Gras. this
close to spring break. I quickly
realized on my way home,
when I almost fell asleep at the
wheel, that no amount of I iail
Marys were going to spare me
from this wretched virus.
On the homefront, things
weren't any
more encouraging.
My
school. That 'Dammit, he probably one roommate, with
said to himself, 'I'm
him
two
whom I share
weeks with
bathroom,
going to save that boy aflipped
my
grandout
mother eating
when I delivfrom alcoholism.'
peanut butter
ered
the
cookies and a
solemn
new pair of
He
-99- news.
Rollerblades.
immediately
That summer got me a mini- consulted the Internet to find
mum-wage job pushing bagels out what his chances were of
to ungrateful yuppies, let .ivoulmg contracting it from
there be no confusion though; me. Within hours, a second roll
its not like I was really envious of toothpaste appeared in the
of my little brother he felt like bathroom, and he also asked
crap and his breath smelled for me to bathe in the toilet. (I have
a month. It's just that if I had to since learned that a selfget mono, I would've rather induced "swirlie" is an effechad it in high school, when the tive means of washing Iho M vi[»
temptations of sin aren't as from your hair and face.) And
pivvaknt as they are in thus, the other night I caught him
my las semester of college.
using | paper towel to handle
/io you can imagine how the television remote that I
^^disappointed I was to hadn't touched in hours.
L^-Aind out that the cause of
My other two roommates
my sore throat wasn't strep have been fairly indifferent to
throat, but the dreaded "kiss- my condition. In fact it seems
ing disease" we call mono. thty lhW( of me only when
There in the doctor's office, I deciding how loud to play
instantly began doing calcula- limp Bizkit during their early
tions in my head. I couldn't morning showers or when
drink for how long? Two they knock on my door to bormonths, maybe three? To do so row something at all hours of
would come at what cost to the night. Suffice to say, my
my liver and spleen' I couldn't apartment has not exactly been
understand how a just God conducive to sleeping.

Going to class has become
an exercise in finding a seat out
of the professor's immediate
view, when it became apparent to me how futile it would
be to try to stay awake in class.
Of course, class is also much
quieter than my apartment is,
making it a perfect refuge from
Fred Durst yelling "Keep
rollin', rollin', rollin'" out of
my roommates' bathroom
every morning.
But there's a quiet boredom that comes with
knowing that the next
few months of my life are
going to be spent sober.
There's also the harsh reality
of knowing that with all this
time on my hands, I should
be doing something more
constructive than laying
around and watching A&E.
Yet, most days I lack the
inspiration to see what lies
beyond my bedroom door,
angry that God has given me
mono. I look for some higher
meaning in my illness, and
most days find none. Maybe
I'm not right with God.
Maybe this is the semester
I'm supposed to find God.
Perhaps he has a more divine
plan for me this semester
than getting drunk and passing out in the bathroom, but I
hope he makes it clear to me
soon, before I fall asl ..
Steven Glass
ts the opinion
ntitor who frit
asleep at Dairy
Queen
f o u
h our
totiay.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Pro-lifers weigh in
To the Editor.
In light of the recent desecration of the
American flag and in response to the pro choice
letter printed in the (an. 2° issue of The Breeze. 1
feel inclined to write a personal reflection on my
peers' opinions of such highly debated topics like
abortion and freedom of speech.
I acknowledge that the students who burned
our nation's flag on Jan. 24 acted upon their civil
liberties and were thus justified in their actions. I
commend the students who have spoken out
publicly following this incident. I, however, am
choosing to write to the editor to inform students
that we have the ability to argue such points only
because we are alive. This may sound awkward
because we think to ourselves, "Of course we are
alive." However, there are many men and women
who would be my age and attending this university had they not been murdered.
Had they been given the opportunity to
express their opinions perhaps they would have
spoken in favor of flag burning, perhaps they

would have spoke against it We will never hear
their voices. They are the unspoken; they are the
silent voices. By aborting these children we have
denied them the most humane of all liberties: The
choice of life or death. We live in a great country:
A country that established the rights to "life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." Please do not
take away "life."
Lance Snyder
freshman, business management
To the Editor.
I am writing in response to Shannon Listol's
Letter to the Editor in the Jan. 29 issue of The
Breeze. I think the fact that she supports the right
to an abortion just because it is granted in the decision of Roe vs. Wade is quit*' naive in that she is
missing the heart of the debate: Is this child a
human life?
All through history, we have debated what a
human being is and what rights they should have.
Even during the period of slavery, Americans
thought of themselves as a moral society but

viewed slaves as non persons. And so, we are
now faced with the same issue here today Slavery
has not ended yet, not by any means, it has just
taken another evil form. Today, the unborn child
is considered a non-person too, even if the child
is one minute away from being bom. Slavery and
abortion are one in the same. Slaves were considered property of their owners while the unborn
child is considered now as property of the mother. Slave owners could choose to buy, sell or kill
their slaves; women can choose to keep, sell or
kill their children.
The belief that abolitionists should not impose
their morality on slave owners is still being used
today by pro-choice advocates who believe that
pro-lifer advocates should not impose their
morality on mothers. There is a silent Holocaust
happening in our society today It happens everyday within the wombs of those who choose to kill
their unborn child for various reasons, such as,
because the time may not be right or that it is
"her" body. I hear the argument, "Why should we
force a person to have the child if she does not

Pat...

Darts
and Pats
Darts A Pats arr submitted anonymously and
printed on | \/;u eavoilable basis. Submissions
are based U/HW one person's opinion of a given
situation, person or event and do not necessarily
reflect the truth.

see l£TTERS. page 12

Dart...

A "'thank-you-for-showing-us-lhat-chivalry-isn't-alosl-arl" pal to all Ihe men who distinguish Ihemselvcs
from ihe boys by giving up their seats on ihe bus.
Sent in by a chick who wants all of you lo know just
how much you 're appreciated.

A"come-down-off-your-pedeslal-and-join-the-resl-ofhumanily" dart to a certain professor who enjoys ridiculing his students more than teaching ihem.
Fmm a disgruntled freshman who would like lo remind
you that a Ph.D. does not make you all knowing, and
thinks you 'II start communicating better with your class
when you slop insulting their intelligence.

Dart...

Pat...

A "dumpsters-smell-better-than-this" dart to my
friend's apartment lhal reeked of shark.
Sent in by a student who doesn't like your new-age
George Michael either.

A "way-lo-keep-your-lips-sealed" pat lo the senior girl
who refused to less up to her nasty puke for four years.
Sent in by your former hallmales who still cannot
beliexe you pn>duced that yack.

Pat...

Pat...
A "thanks-so-much-for-quenching-our-thirst" pal to
the vending services technician who gave us free drinks
in Anthony-Seeger Hall on Wednesday afternoon.
Sent in by two parched students who really appreciate
your generosity and friendliness.

Dart...
An "I suggest-you-deal-with-your-infenority-conipli x
before-you-get-commissioneci" dart to the ignorant idiot
that tried to show off in front of his buddies by making
sexist and anli-semetic jokes specifically directed
towards me last Thursday.
Sent by a girl who now knows not to touch you with a
10-foot pole and thinks you were far from honorable,
even though you constantly preach "Honor, Courage,
and Committment."

E-mail darts and [Hits to brcczcdp4?jmu.edu

want it?" all the time Well, just rum to the back of
The Breeze or the classifieds of any newspaper.
There are many loving couples who are desperately looking to adopt a child. To end a life just
because the mother may not want the child is very
selfish in my eyes. The gift of life is not something
we should have any control over, it is a gift from
God. It should not be considered a burden
"Before I formed thee in the womb, I knew thee/'
The Bible states in Jeremiah 1:5.
Abortion is not a woman's issue, it is a human
issue. Fact: Less than 1 percent of abortions are
due to rape and incest All the rest of abortions are
performed as a means of birth control. My question for anyone who is reading this: How many of
us would remain silent if we heard a child being
physically abused next door or if we saw our
loved ones getting beaten to death? I doubt any of
us would. I am all for a person's right to do anything they want as long as it does not physically

A "thanks-for-helping-the-time-pass-faster" pat to the
members of the Dukeltes practicing after the VCU basketball game.
Sent in by a member of the men s water polo team
who thinks you have the best moves on campus and
hopes \ou have practice the next time he has to clean the
convo after a game.

Dart...
A "huge-eeewwwwwww" dart to the guy who puked
his brains out outside my window Thursday night at 3
a.m.
Sent in by a disgruntled sleeper who was totally
grossed out, but hopes that you are OK because it
sounded like you were dying.

lde Mill Village
$300 REBATE OR FREE
ETHERNET, PHONE AND CABLE!!
ITS YOUR CHOICE!!
Olde Mill Village is offering a $300 rebate or FREE ethernet, phone
and cable for all new tenants signing a full lease for the 2001-02 year.
Some full units are still available!
i)-

S^

S^

it-

'Restrictions apply. Limited time offer.

O

O

O

O

Our apartments have amenities galore:
•Level grounds with no hills to climb or Interstate to cross.
•Only four blocks to campus.
• Air conditioned and heated with energy efficient heat pumps.
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
• Basketball court.
• Paved parking spaces.
• Pre-wired for ethernet access to campus.
• Telephone and cable outlets in each room.
11A South Avenue,

Harrisonburg

DVANTACF REALTY
ANACEMENT GROUr
INC

• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments.
• Well lit parking areas and walkways.
• Convenient bus service to campus and Valley Mall.
• No sliding patio doors.
• Large laundry room/storage area In each unit.
• An easy 10 minute walk to campus.
• A small community where the manager knows most tenants
by name, and personally checks all maintenance requests.

^ (540)432-9502

www.oldemillvillage.com
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l-F.TTEKS, from pqge ; J
harm another person In thr CMC oi abortion, it
does nol affect just her body hut it abo affectt
the life of the unborn child The fed thai pro
choice advocate would ny it would happen anyway why not make It safe? ' Is not a good argument
by any mcana
Who is it safe for? Certarinl) not the child
whosclife is put to death On thai note, jual
because it is going t»> happen «!»•«'•• nol mean thai
we should support it. Murders .m' going to happen
anyway, why not nuke tt k-£.il'
The ntic oJ Bodelj la to protect iK**- whocamo-.
apeak far Iheniaervei imm tht*** who \M^I to h.irni
men. I think our society and anj otha societies thai
support .iK»rtii»n.li,n-r tailed lo protect their citizens
fn>ni these harms I thmk ih.it we have (ailed and
are continuing to fail (>> value and hold ttfeaa lacrod
and deserving .>t hunwii Jipurv ll we camol pn<tivt
the very innocence found .\ ithin tlv noinb. Uicti we
Iww hukxl .is.] -. wt\ ti> heo •isklnul,) tnonil si «>-t\

KenOng
senioc political srimcv

Senior Class Challenge Underway
To the 1. 11 h ><

lamwntiny*onheKtl(of theC'.irrierl jhrar\ lot fa
apublkespresshtiotjp-.ititiKk'tothenK'mKi- oJ the
t laea <>f 2(X)l, who h.is chosen th.- libran as the
primary benefidarj -'t meSerdorQassChallenge.
I:urthenjnm'. in .1 uniout partnership, me
Class of 21X11 and the Class ol Nr-I have agreed u<
collaborate on .1 fund raising effort that wifl benefit
students who use the library nmv .irul 111 the future
I unds r.iisvd K members ot both dBSSBS will be
used to renovate the space on tin' fast foot of
t arrier Libran' tlut is currentK 00 upied bv the
Laird Conrad Memorial law I ihr.ir\ I he law
library is Blared to move t" the puhlu libran In
downtown Harrisonbursj later this spring Once
tin* law hhrar\ hasmoved 8 reading room will
be created in the space. The reading room
will add significantly to the number ol Blu
dent seats in the library. It will also prxn ide
.1 more Inviting space in w hi< h students can
study, condmt research .md learn about
reference tools available In the library
I am thrilled that members ot both classes,
separated hy so many years, h.ne svltvti'd the
libran .is the Ix-neficiar) ol their fund raising
efforts I know that the hbrar\ was chosen from
among man) worthwhile proposals. I am sure
that the choice was not easy rhe Eacl that hvo
generation- ol Madison students, 50yean apart,
have both chosen to SUpporl the library reflects
.111 ongoing tradition of academic excellence «'t
the university. T»>gelher the members of these
ClStatS will create a legacy that will serve the
needs Of fiiniK generations ol students. On
behalf of the library I would like to express our
deepest appreciation with special thanks to
Sarah Bittenbetuler. I ateisha CarreM and |ustin

Marked co<hairi ol the ( lass of 2001 Senior t lass
Challenge Committee and to Mrs OUie Vee Lowe,

chasrofMt ass of 1^1 ReuntanCuuuiJUse.
Ralph Alberico
I V.m nf libraries and Educational
Technologies

:<H>I

OPINION

v

A British student's take
on the flag burning
lb the Lditon
I was one ol main at the open mu
hi ated In response to the fan 24 flag burning, it
was brought to the attention ot moss listening that
mam oi the people speaking on both skies ol the
Hence wew white males, and I cannot refute that I
am I loweyrr. lama llnt)>-h > ih/<n. and so I sau the
proceedings, tosornedegree, through the Rltei of a
minority status Some might argue I have no
right to VOkX my opinion In the matter, but I came
to America ros main of the Ideals challenged .it the
flag burning two w eeks agi v and a i feel fit to make
a comment
When America was drafting the Constitution,
the bedrock text whose lughk placed values were
under scrutiny on Monday. the\ took much from
the constitution of their mother nation. Great
Britain. One of the predominant thinkers at the
time that later shaped American politicians
MM h as Thomas Jefferson and the figurehead ol
our university, lames Madison, was John
I oi ke. who staled lour basic rights for citi/ins.
the fourth of which was the right to rm olution
That when a government whose purpose snd
duties are granted with the consent Of the PCO
pie. tails to meet up to the expectations oi thai
people, the citizens have a right to overthrow
that government
last week's Hag burning was hardly M
attempt to overthrow the l in ted States government but was certainl) an exercise in the fourth
bask right that I ocke set out and that was
ad.ipted in part for the I irM Amendment — freedom of speech.
Surely Irving under the premises of liberty,
freedom and equalir) means mat the people of the
United Slates nol onh have the right to exercise
these ideas by rallying under the flag and lighting
a war for their country but also thai when the people do not believe the m lions of government are
sen mg the needs of the main thai the people of
the United States also have the right to question

that government bi any way they choose In this
case, it was using the symbol ot America In an
"tit
not on the ideals lud ouj in the

( onsrJtuDori but In response to the Inabilit) of the
American government to uphold the ideals so

revered by the American people, and indeed, In

$500 CASH
GIVEAWAY!
;

$100 GOES TO CHARITY OF
YOUR CHOICE!
&;WH'33»

The rest is yours!
Enter as many times as you like.
Stop in and pick up your entry form

Warm up in Downtown Harrisonburg's
premier coffeehouse

The Artful Dodger
Coffeehouse ^ ^ ^
& Cyber Cafe

many nations worldw Ids

I bstory Is nol made by spectators, but by those
that .hallenge. and the most effective WS) to dial
lenge.m Ideal is t" nuae awareness ot the issues at
hand \odoubt m.mv questions were thrown al
those involved in the flag burning regarding the
level Of organization demonstrated, and the clarity
of their position on the Issues Involved
huming the flag angered .1 gi"d deal of people
and angered them Into farming an open-mlc forum in
which, like the demonstrators h.id days before, they
could also express an opinion. Trutli be told, m ■•
people will not speak out unless incensed todoa
liberty is the riglit to consent to overthi
cjuestion ,ind to live freely, liberty does not endorse,
.ind ijuite frankly, does not accept apathy, and it is

apathy both within the government and 'he
American people ass whole, that lh0S6 who burned

the Rag were out todestro)
IM

47 West Court Square
Downtown Harrisonburg
Phone: 540-432-1179

Deadline for Entry: February 19th, 2001

David Abbott
shnvin undeclared

so you pick up the Breeze every Monday and Thursday
you breeze through the pages, reading the fun and interesting articles
how would you like to help make the advertisements exciting?

Apply to be an ad designer or an ad exec for The Breeze
submit a resume and cover letter by 2*19~01
call The Breeze for details x6!27
so you pick up the Breeze every Monday and Thursday
you breeze through the pages, noticing more...
how would it feel to know you contributed?

JAMKS MADISON

The Breeze
U N I V K l< s I I Y
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WALK TO CAMPUS
10 MINUTE WALK ON MAIN ST. TO CAMPUS
3, 4, & S BEDROOM APARTMENTS
ETHERNET

S235/BEDROOM

Contact Dr. D. Craig Smith for further information.
8:ooa.m. -10:00 p.m. 434-3509
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Buy 6 get '
1 free
I
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iVSGDP.
Today's Birthday — Work is your bane and your boon this year. You're
paying dues since the experience you gain is more valuable than the money
you earn. By February you should have the job scoped out. In March you're
apt to make communication mistakes. Be careful. You may achieve a new
level of understanding in April and possibly a new relationship. In May you
win by knowing the rules. In June you can afford to be more lax. Make sure
you're on the right path in July. Plan a romantic trip for two in October.
Daily rating: 10 is the euirtt day, 0 the most
challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
Hg~ Today is a 6 — Pul oif launching a new
4^M> project. Success will come more easily if
^^p you do more research and get more resl
before you begin.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) Today is a 7 — To
^—. access big money, you must get the job to
JA^jiii.iult your talenl and develop the talenl
^^Fto do the job (live it one more try.

Libra (Sept. 23-Ocl. 23)
Today is a 5 — You want to stay home
and play with your sweetheart, but
1
$;you're expected somewhere else. You
could be tested. Watch out for trick
qUMtiOM, And gi-t ihercon time.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
.»day is a 7 — People depend on you,
> getting away is not easy. Your sweetheart may not be able to drop everything, either. Be patient until you can
book a cabin on that luxury t mis*- ship.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 5 — The g.xni news i- the
' money's coming in. The bad news is
von don'l h.ive enough in s,n ing'.
Make saving your top priority.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)-Today is a
6 - You're trying, but can you figure
-jfc" things out in time' A risk based on faith
"^^Q? might require pnying rather than rea■oned planning Maybe you should do
both.

Cancer (June 22-July 22) TodaytsaZ — A
-p ^ change in your work situation could
&^J 8'V1" you more responsibility. This is no
^^^\ accident. You've been the kind of person
who should have more responsibility.
Relax .ind enjoy it

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Today is a 6
,-r.
— Hold on to your life savings. Only
ajW back a dream if you've known the other
r^kk person for j long time and it you
™ participate m the development. In other
words, only back a dream if it's vour own.

Leo(july23-Aug.22)
Today is a 6 — There's apt to be confu■^^) *■**" concerning money you share with
^^^ somebody else. Decide how von wan! to
* handle it before you discuss it with the
other person. You look smarter and more in control. You love that.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) Today is a 6 —
,^» You might be taking the wrong approach
i^P to a problem at work. You need
■ aj^\ compassion, not computation. It's an
-*• ^-emotional problem, not a mental or
mechanical one.

ftfc

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22) Today is a 7 — No
matter how bad you've had it, you
know others have it worse. Get
involved. Not only can you help them
feel better, they can help you feel better,

J

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) Today is a 7 —
j^ Think things over carefully before you
if%v speak, but don't gel too critical. You may
^jMeel you didn't do something right, but
the people who matter the most didn't
notlct Don't worry about it.
—Tribune Media Services
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Apply to be

MANAGING EDITOR
Submit a cover letter, resume and five clips to Gina Montefusco at
The Breeze office by Feb. 7 at 5 p.m.

Call x6127 for details

Wed like to take
this opportunity to
ui^ you to look at
a different ad
Find ttie out of place, disturbing or just plain we ird ad in todays classified section and
youll get a big student discount every Wednesday and Friday at \lassanutten Resort.
Of course if youd ratherjust get right to the skiing snowboarding and snow tubing
(or If you have something better to do like take care of that laundry thats
been piling up since fall break) call 289 49S4 and well give you the discount anyway
But try to check out the classifieds too Our writer could really use the ego boost

MASSANUTTEN
Virginia's Four Season Mountain Resort
Call 289 4954 • www massresort com
P.O. Box 1227 Harrisonburg VA 22801

"Why Do I Use This Photo in My Ads?"
Dear friend.
When I meet people in town, they usually say. "Ok yeah. I know you
you're Dr. Sieve, I've seen your ail with thai picture of you and the two great looking kids. "
Well, perhaps I should tell you a little more about that photo, and why I
use it in my ads. Let"s start with me. About 35 years ago. (wow. that seems like
a long time!). I injured my lower back in a farming accident the summer I got out
of high school. In my case the problem came on suddenly. The pain in my lower
back was so intense I could hardly move. The pain continued to get worse. I saw
my family doctor and got no help at all. He said that I
was young and would be better in a couple more weeks.
I saw another physician and he took some x-rays. His
diagnosis was: "there's nothing wrong!" By now I was
in college and feeling like I was 100 years old! I was
at the end of my rope and really didn't know where to
turn. The ones who should have known what the problem was were telling me that there was NOTHING
WRONG! A relative convinced me to give a chiropractor a try. The chiropractor did an exam, took some
films, and then "adjusted" my spine. The adjustment
didn't hurt, it actually felt good. I got relief, and in a
few months I was completely better. It worked so well
that I went to a chiropractic school myself.
Now for Evan, who is the tall guy in the photo.
He has been under chiropractic care since he was born.
He's just like any other 14-year-old. Computers, snowboarding, paintball. and now he's taking flying lessons.
He has never had ear infections, bad colds, and rarely
gets the flu. If he starts to feel a little under the weather, a couple adjustments take care of it.
The young lady is Whitney, point guard on the l-lkton F.Iks AAU basketball team. She also wakeboards, water skis, and snowboards. Anything athletic
and she's for it. Naturally, regular chiropractic adjustments are necessary to keep
her "tuned up."
It's strange how life is. because now people come to see me with their
lower hack problems. Also they come to me with their headaches, migraines,
chronic pain, neck pain, shoulder/arm pain, whiplash from car accidents,
backaches, numbness in limbs, athletic injuries, just lo name a few.
Here's what some of my patients had to say:
"After years of hack problems, aches, pains, anil migraines, I decided to see a
chiropractor. Dr. Steve has been a life saver!" -Betty Senger
";V« more hack pain, no more leg pain!'' -George Lehman

Many Americans no longer have health insurance, and those who do
have found that their benefits are reduced. Thai's where I come in. Chiropractic
actually helps you save money. Why? Studies show that many people actually
pay less for their long-term overall health care expenses if they arc seeing a chiropractor. How? Little or no lost time at work, no expensive drugs or medicine,
and best of all. less chance of costly surgery (that may not work anyway!)
You Benefit from an Ama/ing Offer- Look, it shouldn't cost you an arm and a
leg to correct your health. If you bring in this article (by February28) vou pay
only $57 for my entire new patient exam. That's with xrays, chiropractic evaluation, and the first adjustment
the whole hall of wax. This exam could cost
you $200 elsewhere. You see I'm not trying to seduce you
to come see me with this low start up fee, then lo only
make it up with hidden fees after that.
Great care at a great fee...
Please. I hope that there's no misunderstanding about
quality of care iust because I have a lower fee. You'll get
great care at a great fee. My qualifications...I've practiced
in Harrisonburg for over twenty-seven years (this August
will be 28!) I've held offices in both state and local chiropractic societies and I have taken hundreds of hours of
post-graduate studies even though they were not required
by the state of Virginia. I have not treated any movie stars,
famous people or billionaires. Just folks like you and
me
farmers, teachers, factory workers, nurses, professionals, moms. dads, grandparenls. and kids. 1 iust have
that low fee to help more people who need care.
Our office is both friendly and warm and we try to make you feel at
home. We have a wonderful service, at an exceptional fee. Our office is called
RIGGLEMAN CHIROPRACTIC and it is at 1340 South Main Street (We arcone block south of the Port Road/South Main intersection), and our phone number is 540-434-8962. Call Amanda today for an appointment. We can help you.
-Dr. Steven Riggleman, Chiropractor
P.S. When accompanied by the first, the second family member will
receive this same exam for just $37. Or bring a friend and their cost
will be just $37! Remember, offer ends February 28, 2001.
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ACROSS
1 Grow older
4 Prison chambers
9 China from
Stoke-on-Trent
14 Demented
15 Self-evident truth
16 Birch relative
17 Mo. for Leos
18 Long narrow
crest
19 Ashley and
Wynonna's mom

1

66
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66

69
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20 Traps
22 Thrilling
24 Avenue crosser
25 Louver
26 Worry
28 Clumsily written
33 Cicatrix
36 Ruckus
38 Van Gogh's "_
Night"
39 Logan and
Fitzgerald
41 Scand. country

43
44
46
48
49
51
53
55
59
63

1

6/
70
73

•_ So Vain"
Makes a new knot
Actor Kilmer
Polanski film
Come from
Sound system
Bombard
Scant
Advocate
Weather
phenomenon
64 'The
Sanction"

65 Outspoken
67 _ out (be a
couch potato)
68 Jack of the
nursery rhyme
69 Avoid capture
70 Cassowary kin
71 Time between 12
and 20
72 At no time
73 Cereal grass
DOWN
1 Accumulate
2 Thin and bony
3 Mystery writer's
award
4 Vocation
5 Lived
6 Cover
7 Theater sections
8 Gets a noseful
9 Inviolability
10 Assessor's map
11 Nose alert
12 Actress Moore
13 _ the Red
21 Hold oneself
back
23 Grub
27 Soft metal
29 Vientiane
resident
30 Loyal
31 Goofs up
32 Indigo and woad
33 Very dry
34 Red's
Kadiddlehopper
35 Utah ski resort
37 Calendar pg.
40 Liner stops
42 Cheer

45
47
50
52

Leave text in!
Summer cooler
Tenth of one-ten
Rapid Robert of
baseball
54 Valuable
discovery
56 Philanthropist
57 Adversary
58 Scoundrel
59 Injurious plant
60 Opportune
61 Fairy-tale
monster
62 Represent
66 Cleveland pro
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TH PROFCSSAH!

♦ HYPNOTHERAPY
♦RELAXATIONS- THE MINPPOPY-SPIRIT CONNECTION
♦ MEPICATIONS £ DEPRESSION

PLAY ZONES; with SUMO I/I/RESTLING, JOUSTING. FIRST
DOWN GAMES; finger paints, SPCApets, stress balls, Blues inside A out
rt-HJlJ & MOOD; Try foods that influence moods, investigate
nutrition's role in mood, sample mocktails, learn about herbal & homeopathic medicines

First 40 through the door snog Jake A Elwood shades
^
For more movie information.contact UPB x6723 www.iii-ii.oi^TilMil
FOR MORE FAIR INFO.. CONTACT CSOC 568-6552
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1:00 * SELF-MEPICATION: ALCOHOL
^ ANXIETY/PEPRESSION
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1) LEARN NEW WAYS TO TAKE CARE OF YOURSELF,
I) REACH OUT AND HELP OTHERS, AND
3) TRY SOMETHING COMPLETELY DIFFERENT.

1100 ♦ AROMATHERAPY
♦APVENTUREOUTIN&S
♦R0LFIN& THERAPY
♦SPIRITUALITY HEALTH

A

H F

PHILLIPS CENTER MUROOM -11:00 AM-3.00 PM
Come to the fair for presentations, demonstrations, activities, information
food and fun on how to beat the winter blues:

♦ PANCE THERAPY
♦ &ESTALT PREAM
INTERPRETATION
♦ ALTERNATIVE MEHT0PS
T0PRAWIN&
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TUBPAY, F»W/ARY 6th

♦EXERCISE DEMOTION
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(Boys ™d Girls
Working together, playing together ^^LULkJ
and helping each other make volunteering at the
Boys and Girls Club a valuable experience for all
STORY BY CONTRIBUTING WRITER DANIELLE POTUTO
PHOTOS BY SENIOR PHOTOGRAPHER MEGHAN MONTGOMERY

During the flrst year of their relationship, senior Windy
Schneider, left, and her Uttle Sister Sarah Simmons would
meet once a week for two hours.

concept is simple
but powerful match the young
girl or boy in a OIK*
onone relationship

Jerrlka Sychampana Is just one of the 75 or 80 children that go to the Boys and Girls Club In Harrlsonburg on a
given day. Volunteers are constantly needed to try to build toward the desired one-on-one relationship.
It is i»ot every day that oottsgs students intend wnh chUdissv In
fact, unless Student! make .1 iunH i» HIS choice, they don't have to see
children at all. Many students, however, make working with children a consistent part ot their lives by working
with smh organizations ss tin- Boyi
and Girls ( luh
[he mission ol the Boys and Girls
Club is simple, to 'help vouth from all
backgrounds, with special concern for
those from disad\ antaged circumstances, develop Inequalities and
skills needed to become responsible
.iti/ens .ind leaders."
"Vve giw these kids the tools they
need to achieve their goals. whether
that be a doctor, lawver or just a parent ... Mrs wart them to realize their
dreams," Program Director Kick
C aslamxki said.
The tix>K t sstanade >- re-erring to
result Iroma r.mge ol actnihes promoting health, social, educational,
vocational end (haia* an development.
A list of daily activities and times is
posted on .1 dry erase board just inside
the mam entrance of the Simms building so the children know what activities are available to them each da\
Some of the regular activities include
access to the education room, when'
children GUI do their homework and
get tutoring help, and games and
game tournaments in the gym, a personal tavonte ot the children. ITUTV
are also discussions led In teenagers
such as SMART Moves, an anti drugs
and alcohol program, and Health
Rocks, an anti-tobano program which
gives kids strategies to resisl smoking
In addition, stall members 000*sionallv plan field trips to JMU for the
kids to set basketball ramcs and

speakers
The Boys and (lirls( lub is open
Mondav through I rldi) trom 2:30
p.m. toH p.m. I he Boys end * IWs
Clubot Harnsonhurv and

i

Rockingham County is located at 620
Simms Ave. in theSimms school
building.
Each day approximately 80 children walk through the doors of the
Simms building. The eight people who
are on staff daily are not nearlv
enough to provide the kind of one-onone relationship the children mvd
Volunteers are constantK1 needed to
pro\ Ids additional support.

We are all college
students living in
a little bubble
and it gives you a
chance to get to
know real people
with real problems and to help
them.
Judy Bnwn
junitir
SacU HW

55
"We believe the number one way
to impact a child is to develop a oneon-ono relationship with them,"
I .istjneda Mid, "and that's where our
volunlcvrs come into play."
One of the ways volunteers have
the biggest impact with the children is
through a Hoys and Girls Club and Big
llrothers Big Sisters collaboration
called the "Hands Up" Mentoring
Trogram The idea is tor the Big
Bmther/Sister to introduce children to
law topus th.it will be taught in the
rlassmnm three weeks besom the topics are actually presented. That way if
the childn'ii an- mon* familiar with the

topics, they will be more active learners, build self-esteem and self-confidence, and be more apt to raise their
hand in class — "Hands up."
"We lead by example," Assistant
Unit Director Stephanie Howard said.
The staff and volunlivrs set a positive
example for the kids to follow in the
hope that they will develop better
decision making skills."
Volunteering for the Boys and Girls
Club can be rewarding for the volunteer as well.
It s .in incredible opportune and
reality check," junior Judy Bruen said.
"We are all college students living in a
little bubble and it gives you a chance
to get to know real people with real
problems and to help them."
Several JMU organizations are
involved with the Boys and Girls
Club, including Catholic Campus
Ministry and the Madison Honors
Club, among others.
"When you're working with kid, 99
days out of 100 it's very difficult,"
Castaneda said. "It's that one day
where I feel I've made a difference in
their lives and that's what makes it
worthwhile."
Although the Boys and Girls Club
bOpen to all children aged 5 to 18, the
focus is to provide case for children
fmm disadvantages! homes. Eightyseven percent of members come from
families that arc financially distressed,
that is their income level is at or below
200 percent of the poverty line. The
Boys and Girls Club gives parents a
good, cheap alternative to traditional

day cssea.
The licensed day cares in the area
cost anywhere from $40 to $100 a
wtvk," ( astaneda said. "We are a
luenseil d>\\ care and all we reiruirv is
$2 a year. Disadvantage^ kids deserve
just as much chance as everyone else
II Mm are interested in getting
in\ olved, call The Bovs and Girls Club
at 414-ftfim

with a mature sta
ble adult who will
provide regular
guidance, understanding and accept
Senior Windy Schneider's and her
ance.
Little Sister Sarah Simmons' relationSenior SCOM
ship began two years ago.
major Windy
Schneider understands the power of this program. This is her second >tar being a
Big Sister.
"I saw an advertisement on television about the BBBS program and I was interested because I like the idea of helping atrisk children improve their lives," Schneider said. "So 1 got the
phone number for the program in Harrisonburg."
After a series of questionnaires, interviews and
background checks Schneider was paired up with 7-year-old Sarah
Simmons.
Initially Schneider met Sarah at the Bciys and Girls Club for
their weekly meetings. The Boys and Girls Club and Big Brothers
Big Sisters are separate organizations, though they are often associated. In order to provide stability for Sarah Schneider went the
same day, same time every week for two hours. There they would
participate in wide variety of activities ranging from board games
to jump rope* to working on math and reading in the education
room.
"When I first met Sarah she was very shy and quiet,"
Schneider said. "She was uninterested in doing any work, she just
wanted to run around and play with the other kids."
Beginning their second year, Schnckkr got permission to take
Sarah out of the Boys and Girls Club for their weekly meetings.
Schneider feeb this has been a big step in their relationship. "1
felt that in order to get more one<m-one time with Sarah without
the distractKMi of the other kids at the eluh, that I needed to get
permission to take Sarah exit for our weekly meetings," she said
Being part of the BBBS program has proved rewarding for
both Sarah and Schneider as they have had the chance to learn
and grow from each other over the past two years.
Due to the extra attention Sarah receives from Schneider, her
reading and social skills have dramatically improved.
"I like Windy a lot," Sarah said. "She helps me with my reading. And we play."
Schneider said, "1 can tell that Sarah actually wants to better
herself and she is also much happier and looks forward to our
time together."
This experience has also taught SchiK'ider some very valuable
k'ssons. "I see how happy these kids are regardless of the backgrounds they come from," Schneider said. "They have so little yet
they are filled with so much happiness."
A Big Brother or Sister is motivated by the sincere desire to
help a child who is need of an adult friend. If you would like to
get involved contact Jenny Brcidenbaugh at l»igbro4(*rka.t»et.
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The world happens, unrolling into
moments, and you stop to glance at
a spider pressed to its web ..."

■ Alive with sound
A new release from the Jerry
Garcia Band proves this late
deadhead' is still lively

DON DILILLO

author. "The Bod) Artist"
See story page 18

See story P*C« 19

Political
pouting,
primetime
perks
Democratic Jackass Fresh off his electoral defe.it. Senator Joe Lieberman came
out last week swinging at MTV's new Tom
Green esque show, "Jackass." The any
thing goes reality show is supposedly
when? a 13-year old Bostonian got the idea
to set himself on fire. He was replicating
one of Johnny Knoxville's stunts where the
"Jackass" host set himself on fire while
wearing a fire-resistant suit, however the
teenager didn't think he needed the pesky
suit and now he's got second and third degree burns. Censorship cries king
lieberman, saying that MTV should cancel, tone down or reschedule "Jaik.is:-.
which already has a TV-MA rating, to keep
kids from watching.
Because simply moving the show is
going to stop kids from watching it? No,
I don't think so, if kids don't have
enough parental control in their life and
art* going to M1! theniM-ke* on fire after
simply watching a television show, then
they are going to be in trouble down the
line in life anyway, better catch it while
it's early. Don't worry fans; MTV has
scoffed at Lieberman, as 16 new installments of "Jackass'are set to air, starting
Feb. 18 at 9 p.m.
Moving That Booty I.ast week was a
good weekend for singer/actress Jennifer
Lopez. Her movie, "The Wedding
Planner" topped all flicks at the box office
as it grossed SI 3.5 million. While at the
same time she used the dual hype to jumpstart her new album. J.Lo to the number
one spot on record charts.

Anthony's
Hollywood
Minute
by senior writer
Anthony Marchcgiano
The pop star's album finally dethroned
The Beatles from the number one spot with
their album 1 The movie will pretty much
fall from here, however the album looks
like it will surpass her multi-platinum
debut (m the 6.
Passing With Ease Good news came last
week as Fox signed on David E. Kelley's
high school drama "Boston Public" to
another full 22-episode season for the 2001 '02 season their only other really good new
show, NBC's "Ed" also got renewed for
m\t season too. These two shows, which
have debuted this year, remain fresh and
break the tiring overused molds of hospital and police dramas
Keep On Trying R&B singer/actress
Aaliyah has signed on to be in the two
upcoming sequels of "The Matrix." The
pop star previously starred in the kung fu
cult hit "Romeo Must Die " She is the second new addition to the cast as Jada
Pinkett-Smith is already on board lo help
complete the trilogy which begins filming
soon in Australia.
Birth of Good Ratings ABC is planning
to take this whole reality television another
step closer to what I think is the inevitable
event of airing death on television.
Tomorrow morning "Good Morning
America" plans on airing a live childbirth
between 7 and 9 am "GMA" has fallen
behind NBC's "Today" show in the ratings
and are hoping this procedure, which will
be airing out of a Dallas hospital will grab
back some of the lost viewers
C.ranted childbirths have been aired on
television before, once years ago on an
ABC special and they are always on TLC,
however this is a first for morning lime tel
ivision Who would want to wake up to
string something like that on the television? lord knows Katie Count or Bryant
Gumbel will be getting my attention
instead tomorrow morning
Back to the Phishing Hole: Phish gui
tanst singer Trey Anastasio announced a
short lit J,lie solo tour last week. Lucky
Virginia has been blessed with two of the
shows, Feb. 27 he will hit Burruss
Auditorium in Blacksburg at Virginia Tech,
then move over to landmark Theatre in
Richmond on Feb. 28.

— Information compiled from E! Online.
Entertainment Weekly Online anil variant
online sources Anthony Marchesiano is
a wphomon SMAI) major.
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Senior Nate Nixdorf examines -overlooked wood" with clay pieces In -Treehouse." left, and "Barrel! of Eggs." right.

Artworks Gallery
BYCYNDI GUSLER

contributing writer
Art enthusiasts crowded into Zirkle's
Artworks Gallery last Monday night to see
the opening of "Forgotten Wood" by senior Nate Nixdorf
Nixdorf calls his work, "an examination of overlooked wood." His show consisis o| 18 detailed ceramic pieces that
appea to have been made from wood. The
pieces were created by pressing slabs of
stoneware against wooden boards. He further played with the clay's appearance by
stnating the clay with with a variety of
matte brown and tan glazes to more completely give the clay a natural appearance.
The clay was then cut in to strips that are
the building materials for nearly every
piece in this show.
The wood-like appearance of the art
versus the actual material sets up a
dynamic tension Nixdorf draws attention to something ordinary that often
goes unnoticed.
Throughout the show there are pieces
with strategically placed eggs. Nixdorf
uses eggs with the centers blown out to create ,i strong visual contrast within many of
the art works in shape, texture and color. It
sets up a visual dialogue between the dark,
rough and flat wood and the light, smooth
and rounded eggs.
It also adds an element of surprise to
the work Herein lies one of the keys to
the show's success: Nixdorf's playful
sense of humor.
The piece titled, "Relief" is the first to
catch the eye as one enters the gallery. The
piece is an outhouse perched atop a gallery
pedestal. The outhouse door sits slightly
ajar. If one peeks through the opening he or
she will be surprised to find an egg sitting
on the commode relieving itself. Nixdorf
rewards the attentive viewer with splashes
of whimsy such as this humorous piece.
'Treehouse,"a personal favorite, is made
"i Ml .i. tu.il branch suspended from fishing
line, poised in one comer of the gallery. The
two egg "kids" are slightly huddled together
in a conspiratorial manner. They appear to be
reading a forbidden comic book or plotting
against an unsuspecting younger sister. The
stark contrast between the rough, brown of
the branch and the pristine white smoothness of the gallery walls creates a compelling
focal point in the gallery. Tnis contrast is
echoed in the weather-worn tree house and
the eggs within.
Be sure to visit Nixdorf's exhibit and
take .llong your sense of humor. It will run
in the Artworks Gallery through Feb. 10.
Gallery hours are noovfl p.m. Monday to
Thursday, noon-4 p.m. Friday and Saturday.

COPS AND

GODDESSES
>A^-\C
H

Annual music festival to bring
classic composers, spirit of sound
The 21st annual Contemporary
Music Festival will host dattkal
music composers and critics this
week in celebration ol the past centu
ry's musical merit.
Ihc live da\ schedule incorpo
rates musical performances, panel
.lis, ussions and master class instruc
turn Wednesday, Feb. 7 through
Sunday, Feb. II More than 1.000 people are expected to attend the free festival events, John I lilliard. music prolessor and resident composer .is well
as co-chair of the (eshv.il. Hid
"A lot of (classical) concerts are
like museums." said Stephen
Kennamer. a festival speaker and (or
mer music cntic (or the Richmond
Tbim-Dkpatdl. "It's important to try
to discover the good music written in

EGGS

ALEX VEViELS/ienwr pkxograpHer
Making an Icon of the mythological goddess, 'Demeter/'
shows a womb-like Installation of Dernier'• struggle to
find her missing daughter Persephone.

Symphony
H\ JENNIFER SIRFACE
senior M ritti

LIKE

Other Gallery
BY ANGE CACCIATORE
contributing writer
Apollo, Pandora, IX'tneter, Persephone,
Hector and Dionysus become icons of
Western culture in "The Icon Impersonators,"
a new exhibit at Zirkle's Other Ciallery. Senior
Megan Jeltema's photographic sculpture is a
blend of philosophy, technology and imagination. From metal, plastic, sculpie. wood,
and fabric, Jeltema, an art major, recreates six
Greek mythological beings with grace.
"Gender icons become powerful through
their constant recurreiKe and by fooling a
culture into treating them as truths, rather
than ideals," Jeltema said in her artist's statement "They threaten to undermine realities
of life and of the world"
The interrogation of the icons begins with
Pandora, the first woman, given to man by
the gods as a mixed blessing and curse. A
picture of a woman's torso on a black back
ground is mounted on a wooden board with
brass brackets. As with statues recovered
rrom antiquity, the arms and head are missing. Below Pandora's waist is a box, resting
on hands with light pink nail polish. The
wooden box has brass hinges and a key still.
in the lock. Inside resting on a membrane-.
like blanket is a sculptured set of ovaries and
uterus. One questions here, does this represent hope7
Demeter and her beloved daughter,
Persephone, follow Pandora. Jeltema's depiction of Demeter searching for her lost child, is
powerful in its raw essence. Persephone,
playfully wearing lace, is a relief after the
agony of her inutliei rs suaiih for lier.
The noble hero of the "Iliad" is hanging
with his arms uncomfortably wrapped
around his spear. A picture of actor Keanu
Reeves' eyes peer out of a silver helmet. His
bniised body is a stark contrast to Dionysus,
the Greek god of fertility. He is depicted by a I
picture of a male torso on a board. This board J
is set up like a Russian icon.
Below the waist, the Dionysus icon of •
Reeves becomes delightfully three-dimensional. His manhood is obvious. Apollo, the
ideal of young manhood, fittingly completes
the exhibit. He is cool, detached from pas- sion with his sculptured head, representing "
reason, sitting on top of a white cabinet with
knobs of brass and white porcelain. A sign
invites the viewer to look inside where a
striking photograph completes the sculpture
This collection of works is a search for
understanding sexuality and character.
Jeltema handles the issues of gender with
sensitivity and strength, with aesthetic beauty and pathos. "The lec-n Impersonators" will
be featured in the Other Gallery through Feb.
10 Gallery hours are noon-5 p.m. Monday to
Thursday, noon-4 p.m. Friday and Saturday.

Music Composition class. MUS352.
are expected to have une or two original pieces performed a \. ir
Junior Chris Levin, a music major,
will perfoim his four minute "Flegy
(or Guitar" solo which he said has
Fastem Asian influence l.evin said
he values the constructive feedback
the yearly festival guests pro\ ide
Bethany McQuillen, a junior
music major, has chosen Joshua
Steele, a non-student living in the
area, to perform "Attrition " She

described the solo piano piece, which
she wrote in 2000. as Ireeform with
polytonal themes. "It conveys a semblance of ... directional apathy,"
McQuillen said.
A series of three "20th-21 st Century
C hambcr Concerts" on Thursday,
Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. in
Wilson Hall include East Coast guest
composers John Beall. Christopher
Colemanand Marklaggart

-•■•■ COMntSKKS. page 17

our own time."
Panel discussions, lectures and
composition master classes will be
held during the day followed by
concerts each night which will
highlight the musical endeavors ol
east coast composers and JMU faculty and students
Milliard said. 'The mission (of the
Contemporary Music Festival) is to
bring living composers to the JML'
campus to broaden the cultural and
musical experience of music majors,
most directly, and also the JMU community and Harrisonburg city, too."
Student composers are encouraged to participate and contribute to
the (estiva! along with the protmk ■!!
als. The Student Composers Recital
Wednesday at 8 p.m. in Wilson I lall
will showcase the creative endeavors
of students Students in Milliard's

PATK K'K M( >kAN, mbtflnMifplm
Professor of music and festival cc-chair. John Hilllard, conduct* tin.
festival choir In a rehearsal earlier this week.
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Comedy highlights Composers, classical
minority inventors artists join for festival 'Valparaiso'
tackles feeling,

'1.001 Black Inventions• showcases work
of famous African-Americans with humor
BY KRISTEN PETKO

senior writer
African-American inventors
developed many of the items
we take for granted every day.
From
common household
items like refrigerators, clothes
dryers, guitars and ironing
boards to fire escape ladders,
guided missiles, cellular phones
and torpedo dischargers, life
might be very different today
had it not been for these genius
minds of the past.

u

The second act, titled "The
Twilight Zone," will show the
audience the major impact
African-American inventions
have on daily life. The audience
will discover "the fact that
African-American ingenuity is
an integral part of our everyday
lives," Bryant said.
"The play emphasizes how
much African-Americans have
impacted society."
The play is meant to be a
comedy, "however there is a

... African-American ingenuity is an integral
part of our everyday lives.
— Zephia Bryant
CMISS. assistant director
55
The comedic play, "1.001
Black Inventions" will give
the audience a glimpse into
a world in which all AfricanAmerican inventions disappear. The Center for Multicultural/International
Student Services is bringing
the Washington, D.C. Pin
Point Theatre performance
to Crafton-Stovall Theatre
tomorrow at 7 p.m. The performance is free.
"The play serves as an excellent opportunity to educate and
entertain varied audiences,"
said Zephia Bryant, assistant
director for CMISS. 'The play is
also an excellent start to Black
Emphasis Month, which focuses
on the contributions of AfricanAmericans."
The play will be performed
in two acts. The first act. which
il untitlcd, will focus on the
contributions of surgeon Daniel
Hale Williams, inventor Jan
Ernst Matzeliger, agricultural
chemist George Washington
Carver, and mathematician and
astronomer Benjamin Banneker.
These men made enormous
contributions to the fields of
medicine, business, agriculture
and technology, among others.

very serious message behind
the laughter," Bryant said. "All
acts promise to be interesting,
funny and enlightening ...
Students should come to
heighten their awareness and fc>
have fun."
"1,001 Black Inventions" is a
performance for the entire community. The play is "geared
towards students, faculty, staff
and anyone who thrives for
continual knowledge," Bryant
said. The educahi>nal theater
company seeks "to especially
educate children and youth-atrisk," she said.
"1,001 Black Inventionshas visited James Madison
University once before. CMISS
brought the play to campus in
February 1997. "There was a
full house," Bryant said. "The
play was well received by all."
Pin Points Theatre was
founded by Ersky Freeman, who
believed that theater should be
both enlightening and entertaining, according to the " 1,001 Black
Inventions" program. Pin Points
Theatre has been performing for
about 20 years.
For more information about
"1,001 Black Inventions" contact CMISS at «6636.

COMPOSERS, from page 16

Philip Kennicott, chief classical music critic
at the Washington Post will present
"Contemporary Music and Criticism in the
Arts" Saturday at 4 p.m. in AnthonySeeger Auditorium. The festival committee
cooperated with the Visiting Scholars
Program to recruit Kennicott. who some
consider a controversial critic, to speak at
this year's festival. "He tells it like he sees it
and that's not always making people in
Washington. DC happy," Milliard said.
Sunday's concert, at 2 p.m. in Wilson
Hall, will feature the premiere performance
of Milliard's "Mass." a musical setting of
the traditional Latin words used in
Catholic worship "Mass" will be per
formed by about 70 students in the
Madison Singers, directed by Susan Reid,
and the JMU Symphony Orchestra, directed by Robert McCashin.
Milliard composed "Mass" in 1998 during his Fulbright Scholar residency at Hong
Kong Baptist University.
Although the Contemporary MusicFestival has never adhered to themes, occasionally unintentional themes become
apparent, Hilliard said "In a way, this

year's got a theme of pieces related to spiritual traditions," Hilliard said
Hilliard's "Mass" along with Beall's
"Variations on a Shaker Theme," Terry
Vosbein's "The Dharma Bums" and Olivier
Messiaen's "Quatour pour le fins du
Temps," all to be performed at the festival,
incorporate religious themes.
"Since I believe music is a language, I
believe it can tell us things," Kennamer
said "The only music that exists that can
tell us about our own time is contemporary.
We want to at least open ourselves up to
the music that's expressing our own time."
McQuillen said the festival is a valuable
outlet for music that Western ears are not
accustomed to.
"Contemporary (classical) music is not
something that gets much of an audience."
she said. " It's not part of pop culture but it's
still important."
The School of Music sponsors the
Contemporary Music Festival along with
il"-. u ,,r s$800grant from the Sigma Alpha
lota women's music fraternity. A full listing
of the festival events and times is available
at wwiHimutdu/musK/nmcerts/cfmhtm or by
calling the School of Music at x6197.

MQ.ISSA HAMU-IJi antnbuimg ptulBgrSIm
Superbowl style garnet filled GraftoivStovall Theatre last Monday night
as the live comedy group, New & Improv'd, stirred up laughs with foot
ball tbemed skits. Members sophomores Doug Woodhouse. (l-r). and
Kim Esp, and senior Sam Tallaferro helped to lead the laughter.

parodies
media
BY KELLV MANION

timirihuting writer
The always risky Theatre II will be
performing the sexy, strange, hallucinatory play "Valparaiso." by best-selling
novelist Don DeLillo.
With its recent debut at The
American Repertory Theatre in
Cambridge, Mass. in January 1999,
"Valparaiso" centers on Michael
Majeski, played by freshman Michael
Dove, who finds himself in an interesting situation when he gets on the wrong
plane and instead of flying to Valparaiso,
Ind., ends up in Valparaiso, Chile.
It is here where he finds himself
hounded by reporters and talk-show
hosts as he becomes the object of fascination for the American audience. As
his celebrity grows his personal life
begins to erode, and he struggles to
keep his marriage to wife Livia, played
by junior Becca Worthinglon, intact
amidst the increasing media spotlight
Ihe play is actually told through a series
of interviews of Majeski.
Directed by senior Geoff Ehrlich,
who said he became intrigued by the
play after he wrote a thesis on it for a
class. "Valparaiso" is essentially a
play about human relations and interactions, and is in many ways a parody
of the media.
"There is a lot more to the show
that we've only gathered through
going over the script numerous
times," said senior Dena Ghieth, publicist for the play. "On whatever level
you understand the play, it'll mean
something to somebody."
Surrounded by a talented cast that
also incluJes sophomore Delfina
Treadwell as P.). Maske and senior
William
Hinds as Teddy Hodell.
"Valparaiso" is at heart a mock-heroic
journey. It works toward identity and
transcendence that the audience is invited to embark upon
It is through this journey that,
according to the play's synopsis, leads
Majeski (as well as the audience) "to
profound revelations about human
nature and our own culture."
"Valparaiso," runs Wednesday
through Sunday at 8 p.m. with special
midnight showings on Saturday and
Sunday. Tickets are S3 at the door.

2001
2002
Information
Meetings
ORL invites you to
attend an information
session to learn more
about becoming a
resident adviser for the
2001-2002 academic
year.

We're looking for leaders

just like 44£344>!
January 29
1:30 p.m. Taylor 402
6:00 p.m. Eagle TV Lounge

January 30
2:00 p.m. Huffman TV Lounge
6:00 p.m. McGraw-Long Lounge

January 31
1:30 p.m. Potomac Pavillion

It takes many different people to fill our purple shirt. If you
are interested in developing friendships, cultivating
leadership skills, helping others, becoming part of a team,
and making money all at the same time, then the RA job is

for you! Be a leader at JMU- be an RA.

Apply on-line by February 5, 2001
jmu.edu/reslife
Huffman Hall AKH X627S
I
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Death, time and loneliness The Joshua Wilton House
Book screams volumes
Inn&
about the inevitable
*►realities of life
Restaurant
III

BY ZAK SALIM

stuff writer
"The Body Artist," Don
Pel illo's post-"Undrr\vorM"■
novel, is in many ways Ihe
polar opposita of its pndecat
sor. While the behemoth
"Underworld" clocked in .it
827 pages, "The Body Artist is
a crisp 124.
Where "Underworld" t.uk
led a multitude of characters
■CTOM the globe, "The Body
Artist" confines itself to .i ainted house and the thnv chant
ters who, at various times,
inhabit it
"Underworld" tackled BU>
gantuan thiMius. ' Ilu' Body
Artist" merelv toys with them,
insh-.ui focuafalg its citotts on
death, lonattneaa and the bitter
ness of time.
Of course, comparisons to
"Underworld" are unavoftdable, considering the fact that
the book was well received by
critics and nadan and nomJ
nated for the National Book
Award (it eventually KM Olll to
Charles
Frazier i
Cold
Mountain") What any IVl.illo
aficionado should rememKT is
"The Body Artist is a completely separ.iU lah andahould
he tataaad and read as such.
The novel (or novella,
depending on your point of
view) opens with a breakfast
scene between Lauren and
her director husband Rey
Hartke. DeLillo turns an average morning affair into a
mundane and monotonous
ritual: "He never remembered the juice until the toast
was done. Then he shook the
carton. Then he poured the
juice and watched a skim of

mi

ZM
aH

M//lmg foam appear
at the top oi the
glaai "
ARTIST
Hartke laavaa to
#
run errands and then
we come upon .1 newspapa article describing his mjrjqff, I Vrhaps
: ...itnuim
the author is playing
on Hit shock value of
death, the fact that we
turn pagi-s in ,1 paper
until we come upon
the obituary of a
(imne 1 ,.(SI\li>\\- SHUSTER, INC
famous person and
"The Body Artist" Is available
have 11*' choice but to online at www.amazon.com.
morbidly read on.
Sol auren, the body artist ot
rime seems to pass/
the title, is alone in their rented
DeLillo writes. "The world
happens,
unrolling
into
house With grief wracking her
moments, and you stop to
mind when she diacoven a
glance at a spider pressed to its
man sitting in her bedroom. He
web — You know more surely
speaks In what sounds to
who you arsons strong, bright
I auren like gibberish (we, as
day after a storm when the
the reader, know some I-OIIH'
smallest falling leaf is stabbed
must come ot it .ill), sometimes
with self-awareness. The wind
in the past tense sometimes In
makes ■ sound in the pines and
the future tense. She names
the world comes into being.
him Mr Turtle after her high
Irreversibly, and the spider
school science teacher, It is
rides the wind swayed web."
never explained what Mr
I VI illo's prose is as flexturtle exact!) is .1 mental hospital escapee, a figment of ible, delicious and masterful as ever. Every paraLauren's imagination or the
graph seems infused with a
representation ot her dead hus
deeper meaning, so that
band. He is simplv an amalg.i
rereading becomes a necesmation of time and humanity, a
relic of life's undercurrent, the sity. He is one of those gifted writers who can switch
way things rv.ill. are
gears so easily, transcendUltimately, I auren's battle
is with the effects of death. As ing from despair into hope
is her profession, she seems to within the space of a puncalways hide behind another
tuation mark.
Despite the differences,
person, as if she can become
everyone but herself. Only in
"Underworld" and "The
Body Artist" do have somediscovering herself (with a litthing in common: they
tle help from Mr TuttU) CSSI
she truly combat the void of don't speak volumes. They
scream them.
mourning.

J
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•Exciting cuisine using the freshest local ingredients
•Homemade breads and desserts
•A la carte menu with entrees from $12
•Exquisite food and impeccable service
•Perfect for special occasions
•Now accepting reservations for parties of any size
•RESERVATIONS NECESSARY FOR VALENTINES DAY

Dinner Hours:

412 South Main Street,
Harrisonburg

Tuesday - Thursday 5 'til 9
Friday & Saturday 5 'til 10

(540)4344464

y^.
Pink
Paper

Red
Paper

sinuic sided I) \v N

MOVIES

'Sugar' not so sweet
Bv SCOTT KING
staff writer

"SUGAR AND SPICE"

RATED

PG-13

RUNNING TIME:

97 MINUTES
What better way to learn about bank robberies than by watcnlnfl Keanu Reeves in "Point
Break?" At least that is what six dopey cheat
leaders in "Sugar and Spice" did.
"Sugar and Spur" tails ll.it on ItB (ace like a
cheerleader toppling ofl B pyramid With ,1
premise that has some hope and interesting
trailers the movie reveals itself to be a stinker
within minutes of its atari The characters are
not only built on stereotypes but .ire the stereo
type ot stereotypes
When Diane, captain of the A-squad
cheerleaders played by Marley Shelton.
who finds herself pregnant by the school's
st.u quarterback 1 lames Matsden <>t "XMen") she 1-- disowned by her famlli and

forced to live on her own. The jock gets a job
working in a video store every night after
football practice. Diane realizes that something must be done when she discovers that
she is having twins.
Seeing l>iane in trouble, her squad flocks to
her rescue. Mena Suvari represents the rebel of
the squad Rachel Bbnchard is the goody twoshoes, too-wholesome to handle gir. Other
squad members include a brainy nerd, a Conan
I rBrien obsessed stalker, and the daughter of an
illegal anna deala
It takes the hitter part Of an hour before the
cheerleaders even get to the bank heist part of
the movie This is a result ot the flashback nature
Of the movie given by a vindictive II Squad
member played by Lisa Jansuh.
At times the movie leetm like it takes place
in another world were no real people exist. The
jokes of the film are weak and never offer anything more lhaen a small chuckle and even
those were few and tar between.
Watihing the u.ovie I could not help but
think of the bomb "I>rop IX'ad GoTBBOUS "
They have that same lame feel to them; the
sense th.it the story is ROilKJ nowhere .nul th.it
nothing funny will ever happen, which it is and
which it never does

JMU Copy Centers
Main x32M

Sliowker x328.<i
Cisal \S731

NOW AVAILABLE AT PLAN 9

O' BROTHER,

SOUNDTRACK

WHERE ART THOU

Va rious Artists

This is on Enhanced audio (D which (ontom regular audn hocks
and multimedia computer filrv
Includes a ?4-page booklet with liner notes bv/ Robert K Oermonn
Thou tunas of cinematic quirkiness, the Coen brothers, fashioned
men film 0 BROTHER WHERE ART THOU? as 0 conlempotory

0 BROTHER,
WHFRt ART THOU?

adoption of Homer's Odyssey, (entering wound 0 group of
American chain gong prisoners The films earthy Southern setting
mokes it a natural for 0 blutgross oriented soundtrack, for whkh
producer T Bone Burnett picked the iieom ol me (ountry crop

r*&

WJrIk. wlfck *tVl

'Didn't Leave Nobody Bui the Baby,' for example, is a summit
meeting of some of the fines) (onlemporory female country vocal
rsh (Gillion Welch, Immylou Harris, and Alison Kiaussl. The old
school isn't forgotten either, as evidenced by a (hilling a coppella
rendering of "0 Death." courtesy of Ralph Stanley, and by the
(losing rut. where me Stanley Brothers rssue on elegant plea to
heaven with 'Angel Band *

ON SALE $14.99 CD

\\Jkv w.k wriu fer Style'

434-99969
1790-96 E MARKET STREET
n Kroget Shopping Cenle»|

"i ummun WIIH IJMHS n

CALL JUUE AND MEGHAN AT

*•»htHfrtrttn...
I 1 *m K tmt hit my
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X3846

VV UNIViKSITY INFORMATION
lUhl Its. limn*.'
iir nt tfm* my d^atcir
c*i tt€ it m hew a

... m^UKffin. Umftrti* curiosity
tnhprittty...
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SUPER JOE COMICS
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Get the JGB's latest
and Don't Let Go

BY JOHN NOBILE

contributing writer
The latest release from Grateful Dead
Records, the Jerry Garcia Band's Don't Let Go, is
a testament to singer-songwriter-performer
Garcia in one of his finest moments.
Recorded live at San Francisco's
Orpheum Theater May 21, 1976, the album
features Grateful Dead veterans Keith and
Donna Jean Godchaux on piano and vocals
respectively, John Kahn on bass and Ron
Tutt on drums.
A flashback to '76, Garcia's voice
resounds clear, crisp and confident and his
playing is stellar on this release Godchaux's
piano is the perfect backdrop for Garcia's
guitar, rhythmic and rocking, but elegant
and thoughtful. Though Godchaux has few
solos, the ones he does take are concise and
impressive.
As most Dead fans know. Donna Jean's
vocals are usually taken with a grain of salt.
Don't Let Go is no exception. When simply back-

FVI. DEAD RECORDS

ing up Garcia, she sounds great, adding color
and depth. When she feels it and starts to belt it
out, however, she sounds off-key especially on
"Strange Man."
Though Garcia is very explorative in his
playing, the Godchaux's rock'n'roll piano
tends to hold them to their R&B roots. This is
demonstrated in JGB standards, "That's What
Love Will Make You Do," "Tore Up Over
You," and Smokey Robinson's "The Way You
Do the Things You Do."
Other highlights include a passionate
"Mission In the Rain," a slower version of "My
Sisters and My Brothers," and bonus track,

"Mighty High."
Clearly what makes this album is Garcia
and his playful interactions with Godchaux
on piano.
Don't Let Go shows Garcia as the rock guruentity that he truly was, not just the leader ot
some hippie band.
Don't Let Go is available at Haiti and Town
and Campus Records.

Thou art a superb soundtrack
Soundtrack offers something for all music fans
BY JESS GIADIS

contributing writer
Two weeks ago it was the
number two-selling album in
the Washington area, according
to Soundscan Inc. and the
Washington Ptut. It was also
Amazon.corn's number one-selling album last Monday, soaring over the new Beatles
.inthology, J.
I The soundtrack to the new
Cjmcn
brothers'
("Barton
Ptnk," "Fargo," "The Big
l*bowski"> film, "Oh Brother,
Where Art Thou?," is rapidly
guinine, widespread popularity
due to its addictive blend of
old-school twang, blues and a
i-4ppella tunes.
T What makes this soundir,i« k so distinctive is its
hearty mix of traditional,
cteep Southern music performed by artists of all ages
and backgrounds. Set in the
south
during the Great
depression,
"Oh Brother,
V©iere Art Thou?" contains
several songs from that era,
most of which are in fact,
rej>lete with woe. However,
the spirit of the songs runs
like a "rabbit chasing 20,000
\«lts through lyour) body," to
qfote the movie.
■ The album contains nothing

but the best country
blues, folk, gospel and
b I u eg r a ss- roo ted
melodies
that
put
much of the modem,
glamorized and overmarketed
country
songs
to
shame.
Minimalism is the key
of this soundtrack, and
it plays out beautifully
— just the way producer and arranger T-Bone
Burnett wanted. Every
piece is presented by
either a small insrru- _
mental combo, minimal guitar accompaniment, or
an a cappella group of singers.
The a cappella songs are a
fabulous asset to this album,
as they evoke spiritual and
emotional bliss, as well as a
few chills. Alison Krauss,
backed by a mixed chorus,
sings a beautiful a cappella
rendition of "Down to the
River to Pray" that entices
and mesmerizes. Again, in
"Didn't Leave Nobody But
the Baby," Krauss pairs up
with Gillian Welch and
Emmylou Harris to deliver a
rhythmic, gospel-tinged lullaby that entrances the listener. F.ven the characters in the
movie are mystified by the

J<\11*

^eVe looking for
students like YOU
1"o wear the
purple and white
g-tripecl shir-t-Sj
apply to be an

Orientation

Cuuneiy ,j MERCURY RECORDS
enchanting sound of Krauss'
voice.
Other standouts include
the film's toe-tapping theme
song, "Man of Constant
Sorrow," performed by George
Clooney and his sidekicks in
the movie (Dan Tyminski is
the vocal stand-in for Clooney)
and New Orleans blues guitarist Chris Thomas King's
soulful "Hard Time Floor
Killing Blues."
A
beautifully-crafted
album that neither a country
fan nor a non-country fan
should miss, this soundtrack
will prevent anyone from
becoming "a man (or woman)
of constant sorrow."

Program
Assistant
OPA applications are available in Wilson 215.
The application deadline is February 9'h.
Questions? So to www. imu.edu/orientQtion
or contact Debbie Brawn (568-8044 or
brawndl© jmu.eduV
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An array of special events @ JMU ~ Sponsored by Student Affairs
Beating the Winter Blues
Sponsored by the Counseling & Student Development Center
Tuesday. Feb. 6th, 11 -3pm In the PC Ballroom

-The Division of Student AffaireAdmissions • Sonnet Hail • x6207

10X11 Black Inventions, Performance
Tuesday, Feb. 6th, 7pm at the Grafton-Stovall Theatre

Jl

AACD • Wibon Hall • >6S55
Academic Advising & Carter Development

Get ready for Romance with Candace Bushnell, author of
Four Blondes and Sex In the City.
Monday, Feb. 12th, 8pm In Wilson Hall, S2 at the door
Volunteer Fair - for those Interested in local/national service.
Monday, Feb. 12th, 11 -3pm In Taylor 405

CLSlrT • Wilson Hull • x6S97
Center (or Leadership. Service and Transitions
CMISS • Warren Hall • «6636
Center (ot MuroculruraUntematlonal Student Services

Have you Wed you 2001 -2002 FAFSA yet?
Your FASFA must be received by March 1X.
For assistance, stop by the Financial Aid counter
on the 3rd floor In Wenen Hall

eAwards: Have you applied for financial aid for
the 2001-2002 academic year? If so, expect
to receive your virtual award letter via
eAwards In mid-April.

CSDC • Warner • »6S52
Counseling and Student Development Center

Be a student judicial council member
for the 2001/2002 school year.
Application available In
Fredrlckson HoUCl01

Disability Servicee • Wilson Hal • x6705

The Affairs of Race In America: A Converatfon in Black » White.
Featuring Shay Banks-Young and Julia Jefferson, descendants
of President Thomas Jefferson and Salley Hemmings. his slave.
Tuesday, Feb. 13th at 7pm In the Grafton-Stovall Theatre

Financial Aid • Warren Hall • x7820
Health Center • Health Center • x6177
Judicial Affairs • Fredenckson • x6218

Loveline at Lunch... Come ask the questions about love that you cant
seem to get a straight answer for.
Wednesday, Feb. 14th from 12 noon -1 pm at the Gfafton-Stovall Theatre

Residence Life • Huffman
University Recreation

x627S
UREC- x8700

University * Collate Canters

Tom Delucca. JMU's favorite Hypnotist will be here,
Monday, Feb. 19th at 8pm In Wilson Hall. Tickets are available at the
Warren Hall Box Office for S5
Reach Out Climb (ROC) 2001 Is a fun. sanctioned climbing competition open
to JMU and to the community. All proceeds benefit the Access Fund. Join us
Feb. 24th at the Climbing Wall In the UREC 'Atrium

Taylor Hall • x3341

Join the UPB Executive
Council. Applications
available In
Taylor 203
until Feb. 13th
at 5pm.

—A note to you from the Associate Wee President of Student AffairsStudent Life, Rick Larson
Dear Students,

LEAD Employer RoundtaWe - Information from various employers Including
Enterprise. Capital One, Johnson Lambert and Company, and Rocklngham
Group, Reviewing leadership qualities needed to obtain employment.
Tuesday, Feb. 27th. 7-9pm in the Sonner Welcome Center
UREC Job Falrl Let UREC help build your resumel Learn more about
the available positions for the May/Summer Session and Foil 2001.
Wednesday. Feb. 28th from 5-7pm in the UREC Atrium
Conquer the Dragon Join Mr. George and the MTEB Panel
In discussing eating dlssorders and nutrition.
Monday. Feb. 26th 7 pm at the Grafton-Stovall Theatre
For University Information, call: JMU-INFO.
Check out EventCenter Calendar
of events available on the
Current Students Gateway
@www.|mu.edu

The Student Life area of Student Affairs includes:
Residence Life
Judicial Affairs
University Recreation
University and College Centers and the
Center for Multicultural & International Student Services
We strive to provide a quality JMU experience for students by offering
top-notch programs and services. Our name appropriately reflects our employees'
dedication to making a difference in the lives of student's every day.
I encourage you to take advantage of these programs and let them make a
positive difference for you!

Sincerely,
Rick Larson
Student Affairs
AVP Student Life

JAMES
MADISON
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TELEVISION

More trashy TV
'Temptation Island'continues to rely on shock value
enticing viewers with less-than-classy content
it you recall the couplet
sk.mk M.inifv with her hiMheaded beau HiiK. Ytoatte end
fah.fil who an Curiously still
together, mtsiblc Valerie and
her vacant model bo) Kaya, low
>-'lt esteem
Shannon
and
malevolent Andy.
I ast week, jealously was in
the .Mt. ,1-- HilK had to watch <i
video ca* hia girlfriend exploring
the nipple <>t the dappei young
poel |ohnn) lohnny returned
tin- favor b) making suns no
tequila spilled on Mandy'a midsection escaped his mouth from
.1 bod) ihol
Hi IK. in revenge mode, goes
to
the
cowboy h.ii loving
Vanessa's cabin and gives her .1
little strip lease He
writhes around the
bai gyrating and flop
piny* like.1 fish out of

Inside, 'its Chris, an executive
producer ol the show
"Shut the «loor.' Chris says
'Some
information has
come up that is proMematk
We now know thai you guys
have a child together. My
responsibility as .1 producer,
Box's lesoonsibilit) -is .1 broadCBSl network
It ^\.is ncvei
our intent to put the mother and
father of a child into a situation
where they'd be tempted to
potentially fracture that relationship "
As if Pox isn t developing
.1 show tO dO that .it this \ er\
minute. So,
Ytossie and
[ahead have agreed to be
moved 'o .mother p.irt of the

"and lead us not into
Temptation Island"

W.tttT

"Your hormones
are telling you to
take her Kick <tnd
tr\ tO nook up v%;th
her," l*iil\ © 1
"And your br.iin is
sti\in>: stop, 'top.
•top. We fcnoH the feeling,
Billy
Thee\ il And) uses In-- \ kico
time to again tell Shannon
.lbout his d.ite. .is the contorts
her face into ,i pained look
even tune she sees him.
"He) h.ihv. I had .1 >',re,it
date yesterday I'm spreading
mvsilt thm. not ipending too
much time with one girl. 1
know you'd r.ither have me
hook up with five >;irls than
five times with
\ww Andy knows just
what t<> s.i\ Shannon lells him
th.it she doesn't have much to
aa) t.> him, but wants tocontin
ue ,i "closed door policy"
because she had enough <■' ■<
preview ot his date antics the
other day
I he couples aren't supposed
to see each other, but we see .1
cut ot Ytossie standing in a
doorway
greeting
lanced

— Alex Vessels

evil Andy asks Venus, I lave you
been on a date yet? Venus, put
ott bv the question --nap1-. No
"That's the one!" Andy
streams
shannon, poor delusional
shannon, thinks that this is ,\
wonderlul generous act "Andy
lust keeps getting better and
better! I lis selfless rationale |ust
made me want logo over there
and jump him!"
After the dates, the two
groups are at the bonfire session, where the) will have a
chance 10 be pained bv their
mates exploits The cheeS)
host, Mark Wnlberg, holds up
three mini DVP tapes tor the
women to watt h shannon and
Valerie are hesitant about \ ievi
ing the tapes, but
Mind) wants (o
see it all rhe tirst
tape
shows
laheed, Kaya and
And) engaging
in
talk
about
Mandy's tequila
shot
rhe next
video
shows
Billy's striptease tor Vanessa
The video cuts ofl as he undoes
his shorts.
"He looked like trash,"
says
Mandv,
ironically
enough. "I don't think I've
done anything trashy on television
He looked like a

Know of any
STYLISH events?
call x.3846

\
'«.<....•■•'

We respet 1 ilu inht n ni
worth and dignity oj
person and justice,
equality andi ompassion
in human relations

Service 10:30 A.M. - Visitors Welcome!
Phonei XA7-u»7.t
Kmilr 33) 5 mi. ms4 of ll'lmry ;tt Dab KnU-rprist' SchoOBSSOSS
htlp: "home.riat.net/huu • I--ITKIJI: Manjt ruaiiii
I

MI

poMJbkcanpui watting in for million,

-Mht.i, i Ralph Grow tiroverf^jmu.edu

m

£

island to gain "new perspei
tivesM on their relationships.
Wait, does this mean th.it
this couple is too twisted for
'uch.
Novt that we have the
baby's mama and baby's
daddy working it out on the
other side ot the island, it's
time for a fun triple date! The
^irls and >;uys select dates for
each other.
rhe ladies pick John, the
I ed teat her for Valerie,
Tom the "Ivy I eague graduate' (note UVa. isn't Ivy
League) tor Vlandy and D.ino
the motor-cross dude for
Shannon
The gins p|< k I aWotuia,
the teen trisis counselor for
Kaya, Megan, the sought-after
school teachei tor Billy and
Venus 'or Andy.
While making .1 decision
between \.uu-*s.i or Venus, the

Harrisonburg
Unitarian Universalists

•

SM

*4

>■ - ■ ■■■

Buy One Sandwich
for $2.99. Get Second One

aft*
rWrJowr.: 4.1VV517

I
I expire* ;Wi Ol

FREE

whore
The third tape is a clip of
Andy in a hammock with the
aexy schoolleachei Megan 1 i<strokes her leg and compliments his own behind.
Shannon doesn't want to
be tortured w ith these . inema
vente hi jinks
\|\ goal W8S
to have a good time N0V1 I
have a \ Isual that I have to
think about, so it kind ot pj$g
es me off."
Mandy begins to think
about what Billy's doing
"God, I hate this1" she ems
She's hurting, and its exat t
Iv what BOX wants

H°rISlnt Molly »' Blur Meinlfi S, World Intrrnn
Krlindihlp Soclrt). W ouV

lllpd i ph 7"
UltU. I EU. I.
Thlirs. Feb. 8:
Fri. Feb. 9:

2 s«i«n« J"i»/ Tin r.rnki <t AII Mfktj itmtm, sitiajv

*'y \h,t i.«cy«/ someM«I 5 & nt DMnana,

J.<

■*

TRflX Concert Line
(804)295-8729
rax k hnM «t m inn a.sui
OurWItiiHtk wi
uww.Trijulc.iirt

—ummOm**nHm
\ tn-uvsKii

Sdt. Feb. 10:

Uka1M«i'MjM,Ma*

UJed. Feb. 14:

smnrtfoik. s.<«./i

Thurs. Feb. 15: M"» <•<<■•»** n»n ■»onua, u ...A
Fri. Feb. 16:

l>fvo^*/l,«ckyn>»n. Uga/siiguys

Sun. Feb. 18:

i«nanj»iuwNr»io.nd0*17,

ity programs council welcomes

Y2 STAY...

& the innocent criminals
with special {nest Jack Johnson

Saturday ■

.

march 3
university
hall
university ol Virginia*
doors open at 7pm® music at 8pm $25
0 tickets rosale Wednesday, January 31 at 9 a.m
in persto at ova irraab ball box <&® k
by phono at 804.924.7314

loor
'■arch shows that students who live on campus
spend more time interacting with faculty and friends than
those who live off campus. Be smart and be socially on campus next year!

1QW unKim J

■

*

1

Stay here! \ \j

Here is Good!

IOO1-10OJ IMULiving contracts were mailed to your campus address January 22.
Contra

may pick up contracts in B101 Huffman Hall.
:'., 2001 by 5:00 PM. Turn 11 in early ,ind win a prize!

MONDAY.

STYIE

I I it. S. 2001 THE BREEZI

Spring Break 2001 Panama CityBea
*
DJ "Bi£ Donna"

m

WORLD FAMOUS
2 Lar&,e Outdoor
Swimming Pools
• Sailboat, Jot Ski and
I'arasail Rentals • Laxv
Kher Hide & Watorslido

r
|<e if IIJ

• Volleyball • llfi<i.4'

Beachfront. Hot tub
• Suites up to 10 People . ■
. Full KitcTienx . Indoor
^"-*
Atrium Dome & Pool • Game Room
• Restaurant • Airport Limousine
Service. • No Cover for Sandpiper
V V
Guests!

if - " -

.cTOCT • www.sandpiperbeaeon.coni
Tired of the CUM

Invest
in your future today

Come WARM up at UREC!

with Circuit City Stores, Inc.
Corporate Financial Training
Program!
The Body SRop

ADV£jV'/Um

Dale: Feb. 21

Time: 4-7 pm
Explore your possibilities

In recognition ol Eating Disorder
Awareness Week, come and
celebrate yourself at this Holistic

with a great Fortune 200

Women's Health Fair

Reach Out Climb
Date: Feb. 24
Cost: $10.00 advanced. $15.00 late
Have a great time climbing and support a good cause at the same time!
Join us for our fun and relaxed climbng competition that benefits the
Access Fund.
Register by: Feb 9. advanced
Feb. 24. late

company.
All Business-related
majors are welcome!

Information Session

Play Date: Feb 24

mMM§ * ^'J'/IiliWi'J

Tuesday, February 6, at 7pm
Sonner Hall Reception Room

Resume Drop
Deadline

Running Clinic
Walleyball

(M, (W, (C,

Date: Feb. 5
Time; 7 pm
Learn how to run efficiently and
effectively through the training
techniques taught in this clinic.

Emr,esDue:Feb.5.8
'
Play Dates: Feb. 14 - Mar 2?

Tuesday, February 13

On Campus
Interviews
Thursday, March 15
lOaie. Feb.
/Time. 8 pm
(Discovei

For more college recruiting information, check us out at:

13

'n^gclHcT

'echmqlues and
benefits of wate, running'
This is a
peat alternative - ling.

www.circuitcity.com/careerconnect
1 .r participate in these programs, sign up at the

CIRCUIT CITY
W* promote a drug-tree workplace I0E

UREC Program Registration Desk.
I 01 more Information call X8700 or visit www.jniu.edu/retieatinii.

11
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"Wc need to improve on Ihc
beam definitely, mostly by

■ Ally Betar

just staying on it.

Senior gymnast prepares
for her final season on
the Sinclair mats.

ROGER BORKI

women's gymnastics coat h
see story below

P.t.23

PORT

B•E•A•T •
Dukes sweep Tribe in
final regular season meet
In the final regular season moot
before
the
Colonial
Athletic
Association Championships, JMU's
men's and women's swimming teams
came out of Williamsburg victorious.
The men's team cruised past
William
&
Mary
160.5-118.5.
Sophomore Lee Shirkey, freshmen
Robert A. Smith and Aaron Nester
and junior Matthew Keaney placed
first through fourth respectively in the
HXl-meter breast-stroke. Seniors Bret
Stone and Brendan Grant finished
first and second in the 200-meter fly.
The women's team got by the Tribe
153-130. Sophomore Amanda Coyle,
senior Jessica Carrano and freshman
Blair Bailey finished first through
third in the 1,000-motor freestyle
The women improved to 9-3 and
the men to 5-5 on the year. The Dukes
will
compete
in
the
CAA
Championships Feb. 21-24 in Fairfax.
Seahawks edge by I Ml . 56-54
JMU lost a heartbreaker to the
University of North CarolinaWilmington 56-54 on Saturday afternoon. The loss dropped the Dukes to
7-14 on the season.
Sophomore guard David Fanning
led )MU with 11 points and sophomore Ian Caskill contributed 10
points and 13 rebounds.
After visiting
East Carolina
University tonight, the Dukes return
home for a key conference matchup.
The Spiders of the Univeristy of
Richmond come calling on Saturday
night at 7 p.m.

MEN'S BASKETBALL

JMU hits slide
with two losses
Hi TOM SII INHU.DT
senior writer
Averting the outstretched «irm of
VCU's all-conference senior guard
ll.> (one-.. )MU sophomore guard
David Panning knocked down a
ejaine-tyina 9-pointer th.it sent the
Rod Dukes into overtime against
Virginia Commonwealth University
Wednesday.
But the I Jukes felled to muster the
same big shots and good fortune thai
brought them back from an 11-point
deficit in regulation, falling 75-70 for
their first overtime loss of the season.
The win moved VCU to 6-3 in the
. oloni.il \ihl<tit Association. 13-9
overall Despite Tanning's careerbest 20 points, the Dukes flopped to
2-7, 7 11
The painful defeat kicked off an
eight g.ime stretch of CAA g.nnes to
end the regular season.
"1 thought it was one that we really felt like we had to get." coach
Sherman l>illard said.
\i >tihed at 60 points apiece entering overtime, JMU managed to keep
pace with the Rams, but couldn't find
the pby togr.ihthe lead.
VCU senior center LF. l.ikcholitov
matched an offensive rebound and
laid it in to put VCU ahead 62-60, 26
seconds into the extra period.
The Dukes answered right back
with two free throws by freshman
guard Dwayne Broyles to tie the

game with four minutes, 16 seconds
to play.
After the teams alternated foul
shots, [ones and Broyles traded 3pointers to bring the score to 67-67.
"Both teams were rolling and in a
little bit of a groove," VCU coach
Mack McCarthy said about the overtime scoring. "But again I think the
shots were well challenged."
VCU looked poised to take the
lead for good when senior guard
LaMar Taylor hit the teams second
straight 3-point shot to claim a 70-67
advantage with just under 3 minutes
to play. But an ill-advised three-shot
foul by VCU sophomore forward
Nesterov Konstantin on JMU junior
forward Tim Lyle kept the Dukes
close. Lyle, who badly missed two 3point attempts in regulation, made
three clutch free throws to tie the
score at 70 with 2:39 on the clock.
"I thought we were in good shape
after that," Lyle said. "But we just got
a couple bad bounces."
But Lyle proved to be JMU's last
answer.
After Jones knocked down two
more free throws to cap his 17-point
performance and move the Rams
ahead 72-70. the Dukes struggled to
find an open shot. A poor 3-point
attempt by Fanning and a critical
turnover by Broyles while driving to
see BASKETBALL, page 26

Freshman guard Chris Williams looks for space against VCU senior guard Scott Lilly. Williams had 11 points against VCU.

FENCING

WOMEN'S
GYMNASTICS

W&M
edges JMU

Monday. Feb. 5

Bv MKRF.DI™ CHAPMAN
cimlribulinf! writer

- Men's basketball heads to East
Carolina for a 7 p.m. game.
Friday. Feb. 9
- Archery heads to Clifton, N.J. for
the New Jersey Slate Indoor
Championships.
- Women's basketball continues CAA
competition with a 7 p.m. game .it
UNC-Wilmington
- Men's track and field goes south to
Blacksburg for the Virginia Tech
Invitational.
- Women's track and field splits their
squad and competes at the Virginia
lech Invitational and I'enn State
Invitational.

Saturday. Feb. 10
- Archery continues north to Queens,
NY. for the New York State Indoor
Championships.
MARC CHOUeoMriMni aJtoajawajiar

- Men's basketball welcomes
Richmond to the Convo at 7 p.m.

Freshman Valerie DeRose (left) takes on a Hokle opponent during dual meet competition on Saturday.

- Fencing joins Cornell and Fairloigh
Dickinson at Princeton for a 10 a.m.

Dukes go 3-1 in duals

match.
- Men's gymnastics joins Springfield
at Navy for a I p.m. competition.
- Women's gymnastics competes at
West Virginia with Nebraska and
I'onn State at 7 p.m.
- Men's and women's track and field
conclude Virginia Tech and I'onn State.
- Wrestling competes at American at 7
p.m.

Sunday, Feb- H
- Women's basketball plays at East
Carolina at 2 p.m.
jhn.c graphics dime hy V!Ak( ( HI11/. ml'tlnim* uttiM

Sweet Briar, Virginia Tech, Mary Baldwin fall to JMU
II. ANDRI \ lis( HhTTI

contributing wntet
Die nromen'l fencing team
ended the day ' I after a day of
dual meets, Saturday during the
[Ml Open.
Six ooDagaaand univeralfieaand
approodmattly <■> female fencers
from .ill over Pennsvlvania and
Virginia

met

in

Sinclair

< .vmn.isiuin lor almost eight hours
in dual meets. Other competing
schools
included
Haverford
« ollege, M.irv Baldwin College,
Sweet Briar College, the University
ol Virginia and Virginia Tech.
"II was ,i gcxxl day, a lot of people (.uu. out fenced hard, faced
adversity, and came through it,"

coach Paul Campbell said. "We
had a couple of people lhat pulled
through and won those events
...We were disappointed with our
loss to UVa., but UVa. has very
good fencers."
The Dukes were forced to forfeit
6 points in the sabre competition
with the Cavaliers, a deficit that
could have made a difference in the
10-17 loss. UVa. topped JMU 8-1 in
sabre, dropped epee to the Dukes
!>-4 and won foil 5-4 to complete
the win.
Teams that JMU did triumph
over included Sweet Briar (17-10),
Virginia Tech (15-6), and Mary
Baldwin (16-5). UVa. (10-17) came
ahead of JMU with more wins in

the dual meet. JMU didn't fence
Haverford College because the
teams competed last week
"I thought we did well.' junior
Allison Schwartz said. "Sometimes
it's harder to fence schools that
don't have as much experience
Our season was a little shaky
We've been in constant change
with players coming and going
Just this pasl week the I Hikes
gained two new team members,
juniors Beth (.arson and I nun
Reed, who moved up from the
fencing club The additions
bumped the team up to II members after having lost a few earlier
seeCAVS.pagf2S

Vaulting and tumbling their way
to another strong showing, the
women's gymnastics team suffered
a close loss to conference rival
William & Mary 191 5-189.1, despite
powerful performances in the vault
and floor exercise routines.
Competing on the vault first,
freshman Nicole Bascope led the
way with a score of 9.tV>. At the end
of the first rotation, the t.-.im watlate
than three-tenths of a point behind
the Tribe. Bascope also led the team
in the all-around competition, marking the fourth time this season she
has finished first (or the Dukes
"We are in the part of the season
which we are puttine. even thing
together,'' senior captain Amanda
Love said. "We have been doing
awesome in practice and this was
only our fourth meet, so we still
hue .i good portion ot the season
coming up to impro
The next two rotations, bars and
h.il.im ■ beam, didn't prove to be in
the Dukes' favor A number ot
minor errors and falls prevented
them from doing well and allowed
W&M to pull ahead I reshman
Nicole Difilippostood out individually on the bars M itli a s,, n, •! 9.675
The highlight of the balance beam
performances mi by senior
Ashleigh Suarez, who earned a
■Olid s.orr ol 97
"We need to improve on the
beam definitely, mostly by just staying on it," coach Roger Burke said.
"We didn't perform to what we have
bean doing in the gym at practice,
which was a little disappointing, but
gives us things to work lor '
To conclude the competition, the
Dukes performed the floor exercise,
in which five gymnasts attain 1 .i
-..ire of 9.7 or better Bascope.

Suarezi -"I"'i Radial MaUnowaU,
freshman l rln Fitzgerald and sophomoreC arrl I Ida completed exceptional roiitiiu-s to Imish the meet on
a high note.
Although we didn't come out
on top, we did extremely well, sen
tor l.ynn Player said "Our main
goal was to stay relaxed and focueed
and we achieved that We had an
overwhelming cmwd, which shows
gnat school support, which added
toour level ol tMnj) "

MONDAY. FEBRUARY

5. 2001
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Dukes' gymnast is Betar than ever
BY PATRICE SEKO

contributing writer
She's back
Bui this lime, she's "Betar''
ll>.in she's ever been before.
This spring season, senior
gymnast Ally Betar will ..include
her fourth and final year compel
ingforJMU.
And what does she have to say
about this?
"I'm excited," Bel.ir said. "But
I'm still not ready to leave."

Critical Acclaim
Take one look at her statistics
and you can see why. As a
freshman, Betar earned the f^\
litle ol an Nl AA Suillir.isi f»sjl
Region (.hialilier She u. . ' •£
named Stale Ail-

Around runner-Lr
and made the All-Eastern
College
Athletic
Conference
Academic
Team. She placed seventh
at the ECACs in all-around,
a feat aha achieved again
her sophomore year.
Also during her sopho".
more year, Betar was named
the ECAC Gymnast of the
Week on Feb. 2, 1999.
The acknowledgement for
her achievements as a gvmnast
overflowed into her junior year,
when she was an ECAC Athlete
of the Week. In
addition.
at

ECAC Betar placed fifth in all
around and second place in floor
Her performance earned her a
spot on llu- All 11 Ai iirsi team
She finished off
the Season as a
NCAA Southeast
Regional
Qualifier
That leads us
to Betar's senior

-ii-

release all of Betar's energy. After 15
years of training, Betar now competes on a collegiate level bi all four
gymnastics events: vault, bars, beam
and floor.

Co-captain

Freshman
Nicole Baacope
notices this quality outside of
meets as well. "She keeps
everybody going, especially in
practice," Bascope said

Ashleigh Suarez, a senPraise of Her Peers
ior s.nd she thinks
Baacope isn't the only
Betar excels equally in
one who benefits from
all four events.
Betar's knowledge and
"She's good at all of
experience. Betar has
year.
them," Suarez said.
helped locus the entire
Anxiety has
— Roger Burke "Ally is very powerful."
team al critical meets
let in for the
gymnastics coach
However,
Betar
"Ally always seems
team as the outetet
said the floor compctito be very collected
come of this sea''
tion is her favorite
and focused on what
son
remains
event. "I have the
she
is
doing,"
unknown, but coach Roger Burke
most fun tumbling and dancing in
Suarez
said.
remains calm.
front of a crowd," Betar said.
"There is a lot
"In her
Her perseverance and dedicagoing on in a meet
four
tion made her a five-time )unior
so she really keeps
years, I've never
Olympic Qualifier. While attending
US .ill focused too."
had a reason to question
Jefferson high school in Oak Ridge,
Suarez witnessed Betar at work
what she can do," Burke said.
N.J., she was a four-time regional
at the end of last season when she
"Ally has an extreme amount of
team member and notched a third
joined Betar, sophomore Carri
confidence that, more than anyplace finish at
Elder and
Betsy
thing, has allowed her to be as
nationals.
-fcfc
Hernandez (00) as
accomplished as she is."
With years of
experience
in
competi lions,
lh
as a thc
Vaulting Into the
Betar said
she
,
notable achieveSport
brings significant
do better and stronger, "^m, Betar said T
This talent has been eviinsight
to
the
the best meet she
dent in Betar's performance
other members of
— Ally Bl'Iiir has competed in was
ever silica she started the
her team.
senior gymnast the
Virginia
sport at age 5. She describes
"I have a lot of
Collegiate
herself as "really hyperactive
experience
with
»
Championships last
as a kid" who was enrolled in a
really big meets,"
season.
gymnastics
program
after
Betar said. "Therefore, I feel like I'm
"It was the most fun I've ever
school The sport was initially
able to tell the team what is going to
had in a meet," Betar said.
used as an outlet to
happen or mentally prepare them for
"Everyone hit every single rouwhat they are going to see." Betar said.
tine. We won the meet and broke

... I've never had a
reason to question what
she can do.

/ look ahead to the next "*£frfS£
meet to see what I can
'? ™ "" '

our school record."
With these honorable wins
under her belt, Betar refuses to
sit back and wallow in her
glory.
"I look ahead to the next
meet to see what I can do better and stronger." Betar
said.

Looking Ahead
Right now, Betar has
her
eyes
set
on
Saturday, when the
Dukes travel to West
Virginia.
There,
they
will
face
Penn Stale and the
University
of
Nebraska,
which
are nationally ranked in
the top 10 for gymnastics.
Despite her years of experience, Betar believes that this
meet will be exceptionally
challenging for her and
the team.
"They arc in the
top 10." Betar said.
"With teams like that,
it can be intimidating
at times."
But
without
hesitation. Burke reiterates the faith that he has in
Betar's performance.
"If Ally says she's going to do
something, she's going to do it,"
Burke said. "She knows her
body. She knows her limits
That's what allows her to reach
thai higher level."

ROOMMATE CONNECTION
WWW.SUNCHASE.NET
1f

S«N(&5E

^/M^

442-4800
FOUAl MOUSING

OPPORTUNITY
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STUCK BEHIND THE TALL GUY

ANDREW TUFTS

Why CBS is the bane of my existence
If you were able to avoid suicide
last Sunday during the Super Bowl,

watching
Dan Dierdorf "walk
through" computer genera ted images
of the Giants and Ravens? Not only did
Ihey use overuse the word "extreme"
like they were trying to promote an
'80s rat band, but the graphics were,
dude, extremely horrendous Using
989 Sports' Sony's PlayStation 2 footKill game as their platform, CBS wasted an hour to tell us which team had
the "extreme edge" in every aspect of
the upcoming game
At least thev proved two key
points: PlayStation 2 still doesn't have
its act together; and the only good
things to come out of 989 Sports are
Matt Vasgersian and Bill Dwyer from
their old television commercials.
Vasgersian now broadcasts XFL games
with Minnesota Gov. |esse Ventura and
Dwyer is Dennis Miller's separated-atbirth albino twin who hosts
"BattleBots" on Comedy Central
During the three-hour long
pregame show, we were thrilled by
the broadcast team of Craig James,
Randy Cross, Mike Ditka and Jerry

oongntultttoM. it was difficult tnd if
you're here today, you deserve a
plaque, certificate, medal, trophy or
anything to recognize your accomplishment Ciivc yourself I pat an the
back, you're a survivor.
Because if you look at the entire
Sunday production as a whole, MII
EyeVision, you began to wonder if you
were watching CBS i>r Ul IF.
Their coverage started off on the
wrong fool when they decided to let
Carson Daly kick off Super Sunday
with a "TRL" (Total Request I Ive) special from Florida al noon I didn't
watch this hour long treat, but I'm
sure it wasn't half as good as the
"Dana'' season premiere which will
air Feb. 17. With momentum snowballing alter the MCOnd annual "Phil
Simms All-Iron Team" show, "Hxtreme
Super Bowl" hit the airwaves and
attempted to bore the average couch
potato into submission
Four hours before kukoti ami I'm

t.lanville. Basically, a nobody, a wet
sock, and two washed-up coaches,
respectively, who continually get
decent job offers. And they let Jim
Nance try to tie it all together.
And then there was the halftime
show Weren't Britney and Justin cute?
Wouldn't it have been more entertaining if Aerosmith had performed
"Crazy"?
Yet with all the anticipation I had
building up to the game because of the
Giants, none of the pregame stuff mattered until there were about eight minutes left in the third quarter. That's
when the drubbing the Giants were
taking, the verbal abuse I was getting
and the Budweiser 1 was drinking all
collided at once and made the "Perfect
Storm" look like a water spout. I lost
control. That's when I started finding
excuses for my G-men misery and saw
CBS as a viable outlet.
My actions after the 34-7 slobberknocker were both rash and unacceptable, and I'd like to take this opportunity to apologize to anyone I might

have hurt in the melee that ensued.
Brace yourself, this might be a
tough read.
Immediately following the game 1
wrote a Top 10 list of "Things I'd rather
be than a Baltimore Ravens' fan"
including: number seven — a rotary
phone; number four — a roll of toilet
paper; and number one — a Student
Government Association president.
On Monday I was obviously
depressed, so 1 sat at home and
watched my Giants 1991 Super Bowl
Champions video and listened to
Queen's "We Are the Champions" on
repeat.
On Tuesday I doctored up a flier
and took a Baltimore Ravens' flag to the
commons for the weekly flag burning
Wednesday was my most ambitious day In preparation for my spring
break trip to Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. I
finally passed Valujet flight school and
earned my pilot's license. To celebrate I
took myself out to dinner at Long John
Silver's and got some great beach IdflM
from "Weekend at Bernie's 2."

SUPER JOE COMICS

Once Thursday hit, I was nearing
my breaking point. 1 took a relaxing
dip in Newman Lake and took the rest
of the afternoon to alphabetize my Tshirt drawer
Finally, on Friday I broke down
and officially sold my soul to Raven's
owner Art Model, invested the money
in the Moxie Cola Company and
bought the new O-Town album.
CBS's coverage might have been
too extreme for my tastes, and the
Giants may have forgotten how to get
to Raymond James Stadium, but at
least I'm not crying about it.

Andrew Tufts is a
senior SMAD nuifor
u«/ki uxis so distraught
over the Giants' loss
that he finally
broke down
and combat
ltl< klir

BY UNIVERSITY INFORMATION

Mim^ktltrm*rtt4imtwts/\

Personal Attention In A Comfortable Atmosphere

General Orthopedics
Flexible Hours
& Scheduling

Sports injuries
Hand Therapy
Back A Neck Care
Bum A Wound Care

BACK IN ACTION PHYSICAL THERAPY
755-F CANTRELL AVE (Next to Hardees) HARRISONBURG. VA

We File Most Insurance
Claims For You

564-1600

Acapulco
Bahamas
Jamaica
Florida ,-.- ,
Europe ^IjA^
Cancun
.i *'
On-Campus Contact:
Nick®
540-438-5647
Chad®
540-437-4011
Robert @
540-438-5647

>IQJTBD

I • j \.
^s?**

CALL TODAY TO SET
UP AN APPOINTMENT
TO SIGN YOUR
LEASE!!!

STUDrNT
TRAVIL
SERVICES

1-800-648-4849

%mS^> ^fmkkS^ <$n»Sy&>
^^^I>ellc«te»»en

-^^Delicatessen

>^^I>elic«tM«f
Delicatessen

OFFICE/MODEL
1512 DEVON LANE
HARRISONBURG, VA 22801

Brooklyns is Introducing
3 New Subs:

432-5525
9 a.m - 5 p.m. M-F

• Barbara's Class itCrack v<I Jack
,m

yom.

• cracked black peppe
melted mont<r\ ch

iaiie Bay bee
pastrami, »m<>
el ted tswts*
433-4000
2035-51 E. Market St.

I

ABC On

71
Next to the ABC store

&

X(

ownh
ownnomes
!
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by Seth Ca$ana

Make The Dicitai Choice

Long Distance
Sign up (or in nhrtwork plan today and chooae from rHEE nationwide long
dinance or FWX unlimited weekends. Stop into NTELOS and make the digital
choice Whether you're calling from Richmond to Chartollwyile or from Virginia
Beach to Chaileilon you get the danly and privacy you wed al on the regions
largo) digital network.

FML PR£R4RAT|0N/S
FOR XFUS OP£NIM6 G-AtAE $

nNetworkPlan

iliL
KKM)

/ 15(H)

Cavs spear Dukes
JMU earns wins against three of four teams
CAVS, from page 22
Larson competed in the
epee for the Dukes and finished the day 4-2 with wins
over her Sweet Briar and
UVa. opponents. Reed had a
rougher first day, finishing
the meet with a 1-6 mark.
Freshman Allison Larkin
had a successful afternoon,
finishing the day undefeated. Larkin competed against
Sweet Briar and
Mary
Baldwin foes, going 6-0.
"I think everyone worked

really hard and put out all

/ think everyone worked
really hard and put out
all they had.
-Erin My
junior fencer

they had," junior Erin Tully
said. "They kepi a real positive attitude all day Today

gave us a good chance to
show off our skills."
Assistant coach Mary
Anne Walker said. "They
did very well, we are very
pleased with our results."
Next weekend the team
looks forward to its last
dual meet, which will be
against Cornell, Princeton
and Farleigh Dickinson in
Princeton, N.J. The fight
for
the
Virginia
Intercollegiate
Championships happens
Feb. 24 at JMU.

SEARS, A PEOPLEFOCUSED

FORTUNE 25

COMPANY, HAS BEEN
REINVENTING RETAIL
SINCE THE I880S.

Our outstanding career development programs and our highly supportive culture can put you on the
fast track while preparing you for
long-term success. To learn about
our Retail Executive Development
Program, our career opportunities in
Accounting, Asset Protection, Credit
Services, Information Technology,
Internal Audit and Logistics, and our
Management Internship Program,
visit www.sears.com.

CAREERS

WITH

www.sears.com

SEARS

More ways to bring more people together

I-800-323-W57 • www.nlelos.com
san latta NO nan* KUFM • van v«. m • ««JU

SHtET£S!Ki?i!f5r^^
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Dukes drop two straight in CAA
DVKBSfromptgt 22
to the basket kept JMU behind
with Ini Ihui one minute to

play
Taylor boosted VCL'S k-.ul
to 73-70 on a frce throw, leaving
)MU just21 seconds to respond
I .K ins
pressure
from
VCU's guards, I-'annmg drib
bled outside the key, unable
to find an open shooter.
Draped by two defenders
lanning forced an off-balance 3 pointer from the right
wing that was batted out of
bounds with 1.5 seconds to
play.
Following a timeout. JMU
senior
guard
Dwaync
Braxton launched 24-foot
shot th<it caught the right
corner of lhi- backboard and
sealed the Dukes' seventh
CAA defeat this season
"We were confident the
whole time that we were
going to win," Fanning said.
We were focusing on winning, not worrying about

lead [ones connected on the

wh.it - happened In the pasl
Wa KOI eel Kick a little bit,
but we II get back up."
The Dukes withstood an
11-0 VCt run midway
through the flr*l half that
ran the score to 19-8.
Rmploying a /one defense,
the Rams pressured the
Dukes' outside shooters and
enled
the
ball
from get
ting inside.
B u
t
Fanning
broke down
VCU's/one.
reeling off

first of his three ) pointers to
spark a late first-hall Surge
that gave VC L'.i 12 26 ad van
tage at h.illtinu'
The back-and-forth tuaale
continued throughout the second half The Dukes managed

at 18 17on a \ pointerb) soph
omore guard Charlie Hatter
with
just
under nine
™ minutes
remaining in
the lull IMl

-«Down the stretch, it hails
down to making plays.

maintained ■>

slim advantage for the
iiexf
four
—
Sherman
Dillard
minutes, but
10 straight
KivkiMhall
coach
never
took
points,
command.
Includ i ng
V., kind of
two 3-point
fell hke we
kept having to respond rather
Fanning's streak spuiied a 14-3
than making them respond to
IMU run that tied Ihe ionu--t.it
us," Mitchell said. "And that's
22 apiece with 4 10 ramauuna
always
something thai you
in the halt
can't have that way, especially
l h.'.r.u teristk "I the entire
in overtime."
game. |ML tailed to mount a

-99

rmr
ACME

Rent One
99<t Movie,
Get One

VIDEO

FREE

CHfAP NIGHTS At ACM!

Sundit

1 Rl I MEMBERSHIP*433-9181 • Open 7days a week

I he I Hikes managed .i 4
point lead, 51-47, but strong
Inside play pushed the
Rams
hack
on
top
I IkcholltOV, battling IMl
sophomore forwards Pal
Mitchell and Fyle throughout the half, notched a layup
for 2 of his I? points to gi\e
the Rams a 55-54 lead with
4:39 left m the second half.
VCU maintained its lead
until Fanning hit his fourth
^•pointer with 20 seconds
inn.lining in regulation that
sent the game into overtime
"In games like that it
hods down to one or two
stops, or one or two offensive possessions," Dillard
Said "Down the stretch, it
boils down
to
making

plays."
Alter .1 loss to UNC-W,
IMl fell to 7 14 lor the season,
2-8 in the( AA
The next home game far the
i takes will be on Saturdaj
when |MU hosts conference
rival Richmond.

ROW RTNAT1 mil >r phMDgnfifcfr
Sophomore forward Pat MrtcheS putted down 11 rebounds in the game

Ualley lanes...
Mondays ar^tudent Days!
per game and $1 per shoe rental

I

up i/i oi i pa

W!

Ki UEM IHOI to Wendy'i across from P

9 A.M.-6 P.M.
& 9 P.M. - Close

3106 S. Main St. Harrisonburg
434-8721

Candie's Spa
564 - 2770

THE LOOK

Devon Lane

Corner of Universtty Blvd
and Reservoir St.

r

433°- 3322

(Walking Distance from
SunChase, Stone Gate
and CISAT dorms

Professional
HAIR -TANNING 1 MASSAGE

Townhomes

Get Ready for SPRING BREAK!
Month of Tanning (3S
or
Buy UTanningVisits for $27 and get 6 more f REE

Haircut »8 with coupon

Highlights 13S

Full Body Massage HO

10% off Retail with coupon

SUNTRUST
Not every seat of
P OWe r is in our
chairman's office.
MANAGEMENT

*A&re privacy £s 4Mtat0 LOtifage
pet petzcrn ffon anywjtere
else...
Mew up4*ale 3 level, ^
bear&0m wife doze h &ampu4

ASSOCIATE PROGRAMS

■ Commercial

All new units

■ Real Estate
■ Retail

All new appliances
RESUME DROP

Washer & dryer

Please contact your i arccr
i in ement office.

1650 sq. feet

INTERVIEWS

2 living areas

February 13, 2001
8:30 am • 4:15 pm

Walk-in closets

At SunTrust, we make a special

Walk to JMU

effort to insure that everyone has
real control over his or her own

Extra 1/2 bath

future—freedom to do the job
better, enjoy the work more.

3 private baths w/ tub & shower

assume more responsibility or
move in a new direction Along

Laundry room in each unit

the way, you will be noticed and
rewarded for your contribution.

3 levels for privacy

As a SunTrust employee, you will
receive a competitive salary

Individually wired rooms

and great benefits as well as
opportunities for job promotion
and advancement. Wherever you
want to go, SunTrust can help get
you there

M
Visit our website at
www SunTrust com for more

' L-eatinfr
T fr 4el(infrnM. 'Touit available*

"ft

information about the SunTrust
Management Programs

574-8413

487-6776
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CL/^LL:LL£12S
FOR RENT
3, 4. Of 5 BR Unlit Available
Furnishf-d of unfurnished. Rent
stwtmg M ilSO/bedroom. Apple
Re* Estate, inc. 54C-43S9576
Sag
for
larga 2 B*drc
2001 2002. W/D
A/C. 1 5
bathrooms, quiet student complei
Of S units CAll 564-2659 or see
www.cas l leprooei ty. com

FOREST HILLS/
GREENBRIAR DR.

J-M
APARTMENTS

•i bedrooni

Available June I. 2001

Close toJMU!

433-0796

1 BR Apt S.UO/mo

Nags Head. MC - Relatively new
house in excellent condition. Fully
furnished, washer and dryer.
dishwasher, central A/C. Available
May 1 through August 31. Sleeps
8. (2.300/month
Call for
details. 757850 1532 or e mail
(en*i*«e#pi nn.net

2 BR Apl. S40U/mo
<«r S:(Kl/pcrM)n

Ho«tM A>aHab<«: H.nnwn Street.
Cast Market Street. Mam Street.
4352126

4 BR Apl. S720/mo

or $l70/pcrson

orSIHU/pcrson

House • high ceilings, hardwood
floors, 4 bedroom. 1.5 bath.
laundry,
plenty of
parking.
312 Water SI SlOOO/month
2348584

Ow ofOW cfc*ew timplrm »IMU'
Kline Really Property
Managctncni
The good apartment* go first.

SBssHSI TDnaksuaa • 2001
• 2002, 1 1/2 baths, deck,
appliances, nice. dose. S750/mo.
Year lease. 4326993 Walk to
campus

so come by and sec us'

Mala to Take Over lease •
furnished room with private bath
1275/month. Sun Chase Apartmems.
K. 2896511
4 ■tdfooM Haaae - 65 west
Faevew. 2 baths, 2 living rooms, 2
kitchens. w/D. DW. August 2001.
year lease J960/month. deposit.
.11i >«H.;

YOU HAVE A CHOICE!
1 Btdroom
Madi'Jin Trrtace
Hunters Rldgr
Gingerbread
Stoning at SJSO

% Btdrojoau
1

Hunters KHlff
Madivm Manor

VWt us al: wwwxjw.com/~rtnl
Fumlthsd 3BR University PIscs
2001
2002, deck, appliances.
*690/mo . year lease. 4326993
Muster's Mdgs • 4 BR. 2 baths,
top floor condo. furnished, new
refrigerator, mattresses, sofa
cushions, IR carpet, pamt Famirv
managed. $200/bedroom. 10
month lease, groups of 4. Call
owner at 757 4810162 or email
ahssvoe^uno.cofii
Mt. View Dr. Tawahaasa ■ 5
bedrooms, furnished, walking
distance. $195/mo. One year
lease. 8/01 8/02 Washer/dryer
7034005008
House - Waal Market • large
rooms, private yard. 3 baths, no
pets. 7 people. $290 each. B.
Marl*. 703-931-4167

2 BR apartment.water

3 pjajjajgjaj

Inc I tided. $230/ person

1335 Devon Lane 3 bedroom, furnished.

Madison Terrace

W/D. D/W. A/C. $700/mo.

M.nil-m Square
University Place

Liberty Street -

4 Bedrooms
Mouitlaln View Height*
Hunters Ridge
Madison Manor
University Hare
University Court
College Station
FOR Hill
Country Club Court
Sinning ot 817ft

Hunters Ridge Lofl

SrnfTuigni S275

2 blocks from campus. 2
water Included.
$250/person. 3 levels.

3/4 BR Houses •
on Old Soulh High St

Very Nice 3 BR House -

ALL WALKING DISTANCE
TO JMV NO BUS RIDE!

Large Selection

Kline Realty

of Houses!

Property Mgmt.

Fnnkhoaacr ft Associates

4388800

Property Management. Inc.
t&mrunkhouatrManat/rmtnt-ct*

Visit our web site:
t»u»u>.c/u'.com/-ri'nl

Houass and Dusleass • Ready
when
you
arel
Any
time)
wmv cas r/etvoper ry. com

2 Bedroom Apartmsnt - year
lease, no pets.
$450/mo.
5641373.434 3420

large rooms.

D/W. $275/person.

OfXatwpus HeuHsg AVBBSMS • l"
2 and 3 story tollhouses and
condos and 5 bedroom. 3 bath
condos available for 2001/2002.
For listings, floor plans and
locations contact University
Realty 4344444. u"vrttyi9gto net.
www. universiiy-realh/.eom

FurrwaMd B.*t *>(■' Tcmnhouw
4 bedroom, 25 baths, swimming
pool, tennis. Call 434 3790.

or 3 bedroom lownhouse.

Near KMU. 2 bath. W/D.

Orsst Houses Sow AvaSakli • lor
2001-2002. See thorn yourselfl
wvrt*. cos frepr ooer l>. com

-Tks Lodsjs" o" Cantrsll Ava
8
bedroom. 2 both. 2 kitchens.
$2160/month 23465*4

(hike Gardens
Mndlson Garden*

Starling al S175

Beat IK* H»nta. Rush! ) rjSttOOm
townhouse available August 1 in
Keister school area. Quiet, safe
neighborhood, garage, large deck.
phone and cable outlets m each
room. For more details or an
appointment, call 800842-2227 or
o-mM «pyoV*60#*nenfet net

S •ssfoofli Hsuss • Legitimate.
1135 S. Mam Full Kitchen. W/D.
basement, year lease, deposit.
June 2001 4330984

Deck House,
Mason Street -

Madlaon Terrace
Starring at 6212 50

Madison Mai tin

i baths

2001 • :<■>:
Ethernet Available !

JHK Apt. SMuVmo

H water'a Ridge Tewsnoese •
(umlihed. 2 bedroom units with
furnished Mlchen. S260/person.
Cable included' 703-737-0103 or
540885*532.

r

Washer/Drver. Appli.iini I

2t3 Campsell Street • *m be
available June 1 Can 43J6047

Bsatorsd Fsnwsssas • 6 bedroom.
2 bath. 2 kitchens, laundry. *ery
nee • 393 Water Si. $1530/montn.
23*8584

*

I *S NSiHi. Anylimr!

Was* a Hsuss Hsrt >*srT Try the
easy way. wmv.casricprciperry.com
4 asgtoow. 2 Batk • condo. like
new. August 1 lease, deposit.owner.
2 Bedroom, 2 Bath - «u*ury condo.
new condition. 2962074.
. 2 kitchens.
2 baths. 5 people, no pets. $270
each. B. Martin. 703-931 4167.
Nigs Haad Student Summer
Rental - 3 bedrooms. 2 baths,
central A/C. $400/month/student.
6 students. Ma, 1
August 31
252 2556328

2 Bedroom Apartmsnt • m house
on Old South High Street
Unfurnished, around i300/month
Call John. 4358463 Close to
.urSH.s
Rant Baaed On Iscoraa • Deer Run
Apartments t currently accepting
applications for 1. 2 and 3
bedroom apartments For more
information call 434-3173. CHO
Houses
. I • ■"■■
■ !' i."S'' '"'
St.. 3 bedroom S High Street. 4
bedroom 0h*> Ave Ready 8/01/01.
Information. 5408''■

FOR SALE

TRAVEL OUT WE$T!
SxitfiMeUrrnCo.
Summer Internship
rxceikmt experience Average
first •ummer 57.000. Only electing

mdrpcmlent A sharp sudents
Fur IrformMM* t*l 442.9*34.
Cash! Earn cash selling A»on. Free
Sign up. Call Connie. 5763818
Student Opei-ttPd Web OeilRn
Fkm ■ seeks experienced HTML
Javascript
programmer with
Dreamweaver 4 proficiency. High
pay1 Excellent resume booster
Contact weDmasrsr4Tkoves.net.

1/2 Prtcs Winter Clearsnct Sals •
Gift & Thrift. 227 N Mam

WANTED

Hvgo'Rttr Kits. Taps
'
making
Bluestone
Cellars
downtown. 432 6799

Naed Responsible Roommsts • to
share 2 bedroom lownhouse near
campus. ASAP. 1225/mo Please
contact Cheyenne at 433-3210.

HostMy TSMoM rubScetloa • »uh
local circulation. Send inquiries to
Boi 147. c/o Daily News Record.
Harrisonburg. VA 22801.
1992 Nissan Stanra
drri.ent
condition, automatic, power locks/
windows, new brakes, extras'
14.250. Emari ouHcaaVnu.edu. Work.
566-6693 Home. 5402482379.

HELP WANTED
Wast to Hlra a Latin Tutor • lor my
home schooled high school
daughter. 34 hours/week Call
43*6661
tasking lor Parson to search for
17*6 Document
in IMU LOrary.
Special Collection No 2095 Will
pay for time and costs Email
L>w)eage#ao/.com for descrwtion.
possible eiact location and other
detarts
S1500 Weekly Potential
our circulars. Free information. Call

2024525901.

Wanted: Studsats Whs Can
Participate In a Focus Croup relating to perceptions and
reasons for alcohol consumption
as well as suggestions for
'alternative activities The Focus
Group Is to be held on February 27
from 5.30 p.m. - 7 00 p.m if
interested,
please
e mail
rsaerpm0jinu.edu by February
13th.

SERVICES
Computer Monitor Nolabook Sales
and Strvlca - PC. MAC. Call
433-7977.
Discounted
Phone
Card*.
Wholesaler Direct - less than $ 01
per minute. Page for ordering
Information. 564 7828 Brown and
Sons Company.

Miummi

Exploring
Housing
Options?

CanCUn
5?7
Jamaica
Sahartias
Pana*»ia
-TT
cify
ENDLESS 5

Signed a lease but
still have Questions''
Explore the

OCL Housing Fair
College Center

•-UMMCIV

12 - 7 P.M.
Thursday, Feb. 8

Hot Girls and
Hunky Studs
Await You!
Also middle-aged t>akJ guvs.
screaming Kids, and teenagers
with Dad rwrcuts
al Spring Break Vacstlonsl
Best Prices Guaranteed1 Cancun.
Jamaica. Bahamas A Florida. Book
Cancun & get free meal plan. Earn
cash & go free1 Now hiring
Campus Reps 1 800 2347007
enatesssurnmertourscorn
Spring srssk Panama City Beach.
Oaytona. South Beach, Fi. Best
parties, hotels and condos.
Lowest Prices! 1 800 575 2026.
www. myspnngDreak.net
Spring Break
Island. Cancun and Jamaica from
1449. AM. hotel, transfers, parties
and morel Orgenue a sms* group
earn free trips plus commlastonsl
Call 180OGE1SUN 1

Hey. we get all types at
Massanuiten, but on
Wednesdays and Fridays.
college students get
the best discounts.
Call 289 4954

What's Your
Fantasy?
II It Involves distouiUrcl
skiing, snowboariling.
or snow tubing on
Wedrvrsdays and Fridays.
call Massaiitittrn .it

289 4954.

NOTICE

If it's Ihe one wilh the

l-or more information and

< ii tiis clown and

jiMMjntc retarding the

the feather duster.

imr-tii'.nn'n nl financing

call your therapist.

hu«mc-« Dpportunitirv contact

PAID INTERNSHIPS
FOR SUMMER 2001
Rxrrlk-nt 'real lllr* fxprrtfiKe
lo build your resume plus
earn over 96.000

N<iw interviewing <«n rainpui
■tww.tuitionpaln(ers.com
Sales and Marketing IrrtsrmNps Nation's largest publisher of
college and university compus
telephone rkrectones offering paid
full-time summer sales and
marketing internships. Tremendous
practical busmess experience and
resume booster Position begins m
Way wilh a week long expense ps*d
program m Chapel Hill. NC Interns
market official directories locally,
selling advertising space to area
businesses in specific college
markets. Earnings average
$3,200 for the
10 week
program. Alt majors welcomo For
more information and to see
when we are visiting your
campus Visit our website at
www.universityatrectoiiet.com or
call 16007435556. Bit. 157

ihc Uettci UuMitC" Bureau. Inc
Daii-.ni.t-. PAity

I4IOO-5.VV550I

SPRING BREAK
larly Spring Break Specials!
Cancun A Jamaica from $3891 Air.
hotel, free meals' Award winning
company! Group leaders freel
Florida vacations, $129*
16006786386.
springoreaktravei.com
Early Specials! Si flftf I'SB*
Bahamas Parly Cruise! 5 days.
$279! Includes meals, parties!
Awesome beaches, nightlife!
Departs from Florida! Get group
go free' SDnogDrwaATravef.corn
16006786386.
Act Howl Guarantee the best
Spring Break prices! South Padre.
Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas.
Acapuico. Florida, and Mardigras
Reps needed. Travel free, earn
$$$. Group discounts lor 6*. Call
16008386203
www leisurefours com.

Subscriptions to
The Breeze
Are Available!

CroiseJ279

Jamaica $439
Cancun S399

For only $30 for
third class mailings.
or $75 for first
class mailings, you
can receive an

■fnackeakmtl•«■ - Our l.ik VV.'

entire year of

Thg Brmmze'.

1-800-678-6386

Please send your name.
address & money to:

PERSONALS

The Breeze
Com* By Th# »•«/• Offlea place
a classified scMnltsmcm. Wi are
located in the basement ot
Anthony Seegei Mall. $2.50 tot tne
first ten wO'Os. $2 00 lot each
aOOitional ten words 568<H27.

James Madison University
Anthony Seeger Hall
MSC 6805
Harrisonburg. VA 22807

Author of Four Blondes
&

SEX AND THE CITY

m

o

o

,

For more information
call UPB @ x6217 or visit www.upb.org

#UPB

r
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a ROOMATE PARTY at South View!
Thursday, February 8,1 - 7 pm
snacks, prizes, and more!

1068 N Lois Lane
432-0600
www.lbjlimited.com

The Commons ,| **-

felgi

^luriCUdie
N

^MMI

■■ «j4 South View
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office Hours
Mon-Fri 9am-5:3o pm
Sun N

°on-4 Pm

